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SLT and Teaching Staff 2019-20 



It is with great pride that I am writing to introduce the KHS Summer News Magazine. 

Throughout an unprecedented term, the newsletter has been a source of great community 

spirit and provided opportunities for us to share some captivating stories of learning from 

home. 

However, I am a great believer that one can draw a positive experience from adversity and as 

the school prepares to return to a greater degree of normality in September, our strong team 

ethic will serve us well for an exciting future – one that will see us move to co-education in 

just over a year’s time. 

My thanks to all the KHS teaching and support staff for their great efforts to keep the boys’ 

education on track during a most unconventional few months. 



ENDEAVOUR 

 

Application – Attitude - Effort - Resolve - Dedication – Maturity – Sportsmanship – Camaraderie  

Resilience – Determination - Teamwork – Perseverance - Grit - Hope – Conviction - Expectation 

   

 I use reasoning to guide my decisions 

 I do my fair share when working with others 

 I am able to work effectively as a team leader or to let others lead 

 I am agreeable and able to make appropriate compromis-

es 

 I am learning to trust in good 

 I am optimistic and always try to see the good 

 I have faith in my friendships 

 I am trying to understand that I am never alone 

 I try to be a person that others can have belief in 

 Even when I fail, I learn from the experience 

 I do not give up when things get difficult 

 I recognise my own uniqueness and use courage to be me 

 I face my fears and try to find ways to conquer them 

 I stand up for my sense of right, even if it is not popular 

 I find ways to fill my heart with courage 

Endeavour 

A reminder to all boys and parents about our Kingswood House Way value for this Summer term, perhaps more pertinent 

now than ever in the current circumstances.  

This term the focus for subject enrichment is 

'Humanities'. This means the boys will have the ex-

citing opportunity to look at Geography, History, Clas-

sics and RS themes within their different subjects. The 

staff have been working hard to put together a range 

of engaging and entertaining themes and resources 

for the boys to enjoy as part of the e-learning curricu-

lum. Please find below the structure for the first half 

of term: 

 

Week 1 (Wednesday 22 April -  Friday 1 May): History 

Week 2 (Monday 4—Friday 8 May): Classics 

Week 3 (Monday 11—Friday 15 May): Geography (to 

run alongside the virtual Making of Modern Britain 

trip) 

Week 4 (Monday 18 - Friday 22 May) : RS 



   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog  here 

LOWER PREP 

 Headmasters Academic Award for Optional Easter Holiday Work, filming making of The Quest: 

 Max K (4L) 

 Byron M (4L) 

 Edward B (4L) 

 Harrison W (4L) 

 Eusuf S (2H) 

 Congratulations to our new Lower Prep Monitors: Alex F (4S) & Byron M (4L) 

 Ben S (3M) made a jigsaw smiley face and received a Blue Peter badge for his efforts!  

 

UPPER PREP 

 Jeremy B (5C) —has completed extra work that was not asked for showing true dedication to his studies.  

 Dylan N (5C) - completed a huge physical challenge last week of over 140K  steps! 

 Theo M (6S) – for going the extra mile. 

 Emir O (6S) – for his high quality work and concentration. 

 Conor T (6S) – taking care with presentations and great diagrams. 

  Jonty W (6S) – completing extra diagram work.  

 George  H (6S) – who has had a fab start to the term. 

 Zachary  F (7BA) —with the musical instrument he made.  

 Zac H (6F) - recommended for completing lots of work over the holiday and even baking a banana loaf, which looked delicious! 

 Alex W (5S) - always ready for the meeting/ lesson this week with the correct materials and work submitted in a timely fashion. 

 Ethan C (5S) —working diligently. 

 The whole of 5C—for their attitude to learning all week.   

 The boys in 6C have really impressed their new teacher.  

 Form 8L—have impressed Mr Laudy this week.  

 

SENIORS 

Arad (10S) - a commendation for his effort in History. 

Josh L (9T) - had completed and emailed all of his Easter work  before the Easter break had even started?! 

Cameron A (9H) - helped rectify issues with the e-learning books in Year 9 and has helped others access the new GCSE geography e-

textbooks. 

Alex H (10L) - has decided to complete a minimum of 10 minutes cycling each day.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7AEGLCpBhY&feature=youtu.be


A very big ‘Well Done’ to the following boys who Mrs Henery has highlighted for endeavour over the Easter holidays: 

Headmasters Academic Award for Optional Easter Holiday Work, filming making of ‘The Quest’ 

Max K—4L 

Byron M—4L 

Edward B—4L 

Harrison W—4L 

Eusuf S —2H 

Further congratulations to the Lower Prep Monitors (Mrs Henery will be in touch via Teams): 

      Byron M  & Alex F 

HOUSE POINT TOTALS SO FAR THIS WEEK... 

It’s a paper-width between first and fourth 

place—only 8 points in it! Well done boys for 

earning so many points whilst working so hard 

at home—keep it up!  

Miss Smith  

Year 4 have been talking in their form periods this week about rules for their class whilst they are all using the new ‘Teams’ 

platform for their school work and learning at home. The boys were tasked with composing some appropriate rules and guidelines 

that they thought were necessary. The boys came up with some very sensible points and Miss Smith has combined them into a list 

for all to refer to—see below. Thank you boys for your suggestions!  

Miss Smith commented, “It was great to be able to see and hear the boys this week by using Teams and I am pleased to think that 

now the boys understand what the rules are, and are in agreement over how to use it; they can be trusted to be sensible and we will 

all undoubtedly benefit from this new way of working together digitally whilst we can’t be together physically in school.” 

4S ‘TEAMS’ RULES 

 Mute your microphones  - Miss Smith, AA 

 Use the chat box in the video call to ask a question by putting in one ‘?’, so the teacher can tell you to unmute your mic when it 

is your turn to talk – SA, LC  

 Use the 4S class chat for genuine questions and not silly comments- LC, FL, NJ  

 If you’re not sure on something you can ask for help -AF 

 Use emojis, but not too many! – BA 

 Speak clearly– FB, GP, NJ 

 Use Teams in a quiet place -FB, AF 

 Let everyone take turns to talk – BA, FL  

 Dress sensibly -GP 

 Teams is for our class; private information should not be shared – FL  

 Listen to other people and value their comments, be respectful to others – AF, SA  

 Be careful on the internet – AA  

 



Some great ‘Endeavour’ already on show… 

Dylan in 5C was determined to win a daily step challenge against one of our 

friends in Manchester; when it became apparent he was going to do that, he set 

himself a new goal to beat his dad’s best week of steps ever—140k… which he 

did superbly! A benefit of all this walking was enjoying the fresh air outside and 

discovering some beautiful local spots for exercise. He walked every day and also 

bounced on his trampette whilst watching television to get his numbers up! Very 

well done Dylan. Mr Clarke  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ms Timothy was inspired by one of our holiday daily challenges and 

endeavoured to make this ‘no-sew’ sock bunny; how wonderful and 

rather cute! Look out for him / her when we are back in school… per-

haps you could even dream up a name for this lovely creature?! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is James W with his painting of a Cherry Blossom Tree looking splendid! A 

very cheerful image indeed that Mrs Henery was delighted to see. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ben S was the very proud recipient of a Blue Peter Badge for a smiley 

jigsaw face he had made. Well done Ben! Mrs Marskell was thrilled to 

see your endeavours rewarded; a Blue Peter badge is indeed  the mark 

of great merit. 



Forest School Online 

Our Forest School facilitator, Jay, has very kindly recorded an online Forest 

School for us so the boys can explore and try out some ideas at home in their 

outdoor spaces. We are all reminded that despite the lock down, and empha-

sis on staying at home, our outdoor spaces are there to be used to inspire 

and motivate us and we can still have fun with some Forest School activities; 

it looks like Mayah has been enjoying his time outside already…! Mrs Henery  

PPE 3D Printing 

How fabulous that one of our families have taken this time in lockdown to learn 

new skills and help out where they can; they are part of a larger 3D printing net-

work that is helping to provide PPE. Sam in 9H and his brother have been working 

on the frames which are part of the face shields. Once this component is made they 

get picked up and transferred to 

someone else to add the clear 

plastic at the front and the elastic 

bands to be fixed in place at the 

back. When the face shield is 

complete they go to Epsom hos-

pital.  

The boys print about 20 of these a week— it is a slow process but 

an important part of a network that helps to provide PPE and 

working together has produced great results. Fantastic endeavour! 

 

KHS lessons continue at home... 

For Year 7 Science, the boys were given the task to make a musical in-

strument and this very commendable effort came in from Zachary F. He 

has sourced some good recyclable materials and found objects to work 

with and gone above and beyond what was expected of him! Super 

effort. Mr Barratt 

 

...and here is Alex H in 5C con-

centrating hard on the Geogra-

phy lesson. His mum emailed us 

to say,  

“He has found Teams a little 

intimidating at first, but on day 

two has managed to get the 

hang of it. He really misses his friends and teachers”. 

Well done everyone for all your hard work and determination to work at 

home, we know it is not easy and hope to be back  together in class soon. 

https://youtu.be/wvUTpD-YXOk
https://youtu.be/wvUTpD-YXOk


Green-fingered Jack! 

Jack W in 5C, during the class ‘Teams’ lesson in RS proudly showed off 

his newly sprouting cucumbers which he had been growing from seed; 

Jack has been asked to update us on their weekly growth! Mrs Conner  

 

Senior Lecture 

Mr Rudkin writes,  

“Unfortunately we are unable to be together 

for our Senior Lecture on Thursday, but de-

spite not being able to meet in Langlands Hall, 

there are a wealth of opportunities for us to 

broaden our experiences over the coming 

weeks.  

With this in mind, I would like to suggest that the ‘Senior Lecture’ for Thursday 23rd April will be a showing 

of Twelfth Night performed by the National Theatre and after the online streaming will be still available to view. 

This is a wonderful opportunity for boys to all take part in watching a high standard performance, from the comfort 

of their own lounge or bedroom, and still be able to engage with it and later in discussion in Form Time and their 

English lessons. Please find the link here and thank you for your support.” 

Art Notes from Mrs Maciejewska 

What a fabulous effort from Ivan in 7BL—who else can recreate a well-known image or poster? Great initiative to 

get the rest of the family involved too! Send any similar work you create please to Mrs Maciejewska who would 

love to see your efforts. More over the page…! Keep them coming boys, thank you.   

https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/nt-at-home


Spare time breeds creative content! 

Thank you to Christos L and Jonty for their submissions this week.  Pick up those pencils, crayons, paints or devices 

and get making!! 

 

Years 5—11 Options at Home 

Max in 6S used his ‘Options’ time at the end of the 

day to whip up a splendid looking batch of crêpes in 

the week for all to enjoy —bet his family were delight-

ed at his efforts! Mme Swift 



   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in his 

’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog online here. 

LOWER PREP 

Ted R (1H) for his story writing and effort. 

Zachary B (2H) for using creative ideas in his story writing. 

All of Year 3s for their work in remote Forest School making medals for the NHS! 

Zac W (4L) for a super rainbow made to thank and show appreciation of key workers.  

Rhys B (4L) for creating his own 'bug hotel' in the garden as he was so inspired by the new science topic on habitats!  

Frankie L (4S) for challenging himself in maths to complete the 3* challenge; confidently telling the time to the nearest 5 minutes. 

George P (4S) for his response to the Mona Lisa as an option activity. 

UPPER PREP 

Derin U (5C) for an excellent video presentation about Roman baths. 

Jack W (5C) for an excellent poster advertising a modern twist on a Roman Bath and for his fundraising basketball venture!  

Jeremy B (5C) for fully embracing phase two learning at home and exceeding expectations with volume of work. 

Hussain K (5C) for an excellent piece of descriptive writing. 

Lauti Y (5C) for a wonderful Powerpoint on Roman baths – very professional. 

Rex T (5C) for an excellent piece of text and visuals on metaphor descriptions. 

Henry R (5C) for some original similes and metaphors. 

Ben S (5S) for working diligently. 

James M (5S) for working with resilience this week. 

Oliver D (6C) for showing a wonderful work ethic and an excellent piece of diary writing. 

Jayden E (6S) for huge enthusiasm for learning in Science. 

Noah S (6S) for being on time, logged in and ready for his remote learning every day; for his ‘Slime’ Options work! 

Conor T (6S) for being settled, prepared and ready to work each time; completing extension work.  

Dylan B (6F) for hard work in maths and completing a good volume of it!  

Max R (6F) for trying really hard in English. 

James C (7BL) for working really hard and showing a lot of endeavour. 

Ben H (7BA) for his Marvel comic inspired creations, his animé drawings and his Science experiment write-up; a busy young man! 

Tyrwhitt B (8T)  for setting the standards in 8T Science lessons with much higher quality work than usual! 

Ted H  (8T) for great presentation using his laptop. 

Lukas C (7BA) for good work, great effort and participation in French.  

Ivan T (7BL) for achieving a high output and accuracy in French lessons & his extra effort completing art activities. 

Daniel P (7BL) for his big effort and positive attitude – great to see! 

Alex H (7BL) for his work in History on the British Empire. 

Ben H (7BA) for his Science experiment write up. 



UPPER PREP continued… 

 

Will M (8T) for filling his day with extra curricular activities around his lessons including Joe Wicks exercises, cooking meals, gar-

dening and rehearsing for the music competition!  

Marcus G (8L) for maintain his fitness by running a minimum of a mile every day since school stopped; he has done 59 miles so far 

and counting!  

Marcus G, Ollie K, Antoni M and Ali A-R all in 8L for working exceptionally hard throughout the week . 

Ted H (8T), James G (8L)  and Harvey W (8L) for a really big effort in in a subject (French) they normally find challenging. 

Will M (8T) & Hadi Y (8T) for showing patience and guidance helping others with IT issues.  

 

SENIORS 

Ryan L (9H) for effort and focus in Science. 

Joshua L (9T) for an outstanding start to the term in English. 

Thomas G in (11S) for handing all of his work in on time so far and for really listening and carefully following instructions. 

The Year 9 GCSE Music group - Hugo D, Owain F, Max M-N Sam S & Matthew B—for undertaking their first recorded performance 

assessment on Teams; all of them stepped up and prepared fantastic pieces. 

James T (10S) for his fantastic Madness inspired album artwork and exceptional effort during his Art GCSE lessons. 

Jack L (10L) for his masses of good work within French lessons. 

Tom G (11S)  for producing consistently excellent work consistently in French and Science. 

The Year 11 ICT class for all pupils (only one exception) punctual to every lesson, completing work to a high standard and handing 

in on time.   

Ben I (11S) for three excellent pieces of Classics work and effort in English. 

Max M (11S) for his effort in English. 

Working...and Baking! 

Mrs Henery was pleased to see one of her pupils not only 

complete his work on time last week, but also fit in some bak-

ing which his whole family benefited from! Mrs Henery com-

mented, “Zac has always delighted in the cookery sessions we 

have in class each week so it is nice to see him carry on explor-

ing and developing his skills at home! He will have to teach 

me one or two of his favourite recipes when we are all back in 

class together!” Well done Zac, keep it up! Here he is baking a 

strawberry and Chocolate cake. Mrs Henery 

 

Hooptastic! 

Well done to Jack W in 5C who has raised £105.00 for Epsom hospital by shooting 25 basketball 

hoops—adult size— in 15 minutes. A very impressive feat Jack and great to see you raising mon-

ey for this worthy cause. Well done for your endeavour! 



Well done to Mrs Lambert for inspiring her class to produce these fabulous milk bottle elephants! The boys have 

obviously worked very hard independently and raided their craft box of supplies at home… fabulously colourful 

results!  



Creative Endeavours… 

The staff at KHS have loved seeing your communications from home which have detailed a whole range of creative 

projects using a wide range of materials and skills, often from purely independent interest and effort. There have 

been a great variety including a door wreath,  a range of 3D replica cartoon weapons, re-imagined album covers and 

even a bug hotel! Here are a selection of them. 

 

Frankie W in 3M has spent a lot of time creating a wonderful, colourful 

wreath which now hangs outside his house for all to see; it clearly shows his, 

and his family’s, support for the NHS. Very cheering!  

 

 

Ben H in 7BA sent Mr Bailey a very detailed guide to his project work that 

included making replica cartoon weapons and a shield. He obviously has a 

thorough subject knowledge and was able to translate this into practice 

using materials found at home.  

Ben included photographs that illustrated each step of the project and wrote about his shield, “Firstly I started by 

cutting out big cardboard circle and then cut that into sixteen pieces and put them back together using Sellotape to 

make it curve; then I had to do the layers, or rings, of the design. I started the layers by using a hot glue gun to fix the 

star in the middle and then filled in the holes around the star to form the middle circle. After that I hot glued the next 

layer and so on, until I finished all the layers. Once the glue had dried, I covered the bottom with paper so I could 

paint that and not have to worry about trying to paint over the Sellotape. Then came the painting; I had to get all the 

colours for the different rings correct and then attach the handle I had made out of paper”.  

Mr Bailey was particularly impressed by the final form of the shield and the ways in which Ben could describe exactly 

what he did—an important recall and ordering skill in the design process. The end result looks very professional! 



One Step Beyond… 

A super creative effort from the Totham family who have recre-

ated the Madness album cover… great detail in all the clothes 

choices too! Very well done to all the family. Keep them coming 

to Mrs Maciejewska who is really enjoying seeing them.  

Thank you. Mrs Maciejewska 

Keeping to the Beat! 

 

The Moffatt brothers 

donned their scout uniform 

on St.George’s Day and 

played their drums along-

side the Clap for Carers oc-

casion in the evening.  

 

 

It is nice to see our boys 

being so respectful, aware of their duty and entreating others. Well done to Will and 

Theo - a good effort and you look very smart in your scouts uniform! 

Miss Wilson’s Cookery Corner! 

Last week 

Miss Wilson 

‘adopted’ a 

sourdough 

starter from 

a neighbour. 

She has been 

feeding it 

twice a day 

to keep it 

nice and 

bubbly. This 

week she 

used some 

of it to make 

a tasty sour-

dough loaf.  

Perhaps you could have a go at making your own sour-

dough starter? 

Here is a simple recipe to get you started click  

 

Otis Edwards (6F) has also been busy in the kitchen this 

week, making marvellous meatballs and super sushi, as 

well as baking for his language Options work—obviously 

a keen cook and growing passion! 

 

If you have been busy in the kitchen, remember to send 

photos and recipes of your creations to Miss Wilson  

https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/uk/food/recipes/a558843/sourdough-starter/
mailto:h.wilson@kingswoodhouse.org


 
Lego Club—at home 

Lego Club is a really popular club with our Lower Prep pupils at school, so to make sure the boys do not miss out. 

Miss Hylands has set them a ‘30 Day Lego Challenge’ which they can tackle in their own time at home over the 

next few weeks. It involves a huge range of different suggestions for the boys to make and explore in the popular 

little bricks! This week we have had George P (4S) and William B (5C) send in some of their creations they have 

been working on; Miss Hylands has also attempted some of the challenges as well.... 

George liked the idea of the Pizza Party Challenge and with the photo he sent in he wrote, 

“This is a Pizza Party with Lego Moaning Myrtle, Harry Potter, Krum, Neville Longbottom, Mad Eye Moody, Her-

mione Granger, Gadwick Ollivander, Anginleana Jonson, Ron Weasley and a person with one leg”. Miss Hylands 

loved the display of imagination here, George. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

William B created the challenge from Day 1 which was to build a rocket to take you to space and his result is very 

creative too and worthy of NASA! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miss Hylands said she is looking forward to see what everyone else can 

create; here is her rocket ship model… Miss Hylands 

 



Mme Swift has been in touch to comment upon some of the great work she has seen over the last week in class from 

Year 6 boys and during their Options period: 

Max L in 6C decided to stick to a French theme (well done for that Max) and made some delicious looking crepes—

he worked with his father and listed the ingredients in French as well as cooking some tasty examples. Theo M in 6S 

has made a Lego model in honour of the NHS and he is proudly displaying it in the living room window for all to see! 

Joshua McC also in 6S has shown great patience by completing some tricky, large, detailed jigsaws which has helped 

relax him. A very productive time in Year 6. Well done to all the boys! Mme Swift 

French ‘Options’ 

Mme Taylor was delighted to see evidence of Otis in 6F enjoying one of the 

French Options activities that had been sent through for afternoon which 

was titled “Boulangerie”. The boys had been set the challenge of having a go 

at making pains au chocolat, or any other similar French patisseries, or their 

own version of one. These look particularly impressive and I bet Otis’ family 

were pleased with the results too—there is something to be said for all these 

extra curricular skills in evidence at home these days! Mme Taylor 

 

 



During the Easter holiday, Arun in 4S wrote an impressive 6 page story an amazing plot line, with totally correct 

grammar and punctuation; Miss Smith was delighted to receive it and Arun, quite rightly, received recognition from 

Mr Murphy for his work… here is the start of his piece…    

Art Notes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Maciejewska has been kept busy 

this week looking at all the wonderful art 

work that has been evidenced and sent 

in to her. George in 4S went on a virtual 

tour of the Louvre Museum in Paris and 

wanted to recreate the Mona Lisa whilst 

Ben in 7BA has concentrated on his ani-

mé style drawing with notes to explain 

his process.  

 



 

Thank You to Tayyab in 6C for 

sending us this Maths 

Wordsearch we might like to try 

in a spare moment. It is based 

upon common shape names; 

perhaps you could draw a dia-

gram of the shape described 

too? 

More Creative Endeavours… 

Further colourful rainbow appreciation for our key workers at this 

time from Zac in 4L and a rather grand ‘bug hotel’ in Rhys’s garden 

inspired by his class study of the topic of ‘Habitats’. There is even a 

creative approach to Maths…!  

A note from Zac in 7BA 

Hello, this month I have com-

pleted a Race at your Pace chal-

lenge; this means I have run 30 

miles in 30 days around the 

back garden in my house. I 

would also like to congratulate 

some of my family members for 

also doing the challenge; my 

Dad ran 100 miles in 20 days, 

and both my younger sisters 

completed 10 and 20 miles this 

month! Anyone can do it—

maybe you could…?!  Zac F  

https://www.raceatyourpace.co.uk/


Holiday Advice?! 

Miss Smith has 

been delighted 

with the persua-

sive writing exam-

ples and great vis-

uals that her class 

have produced 

this week creating 

a poster all about 

India! Let’s hope 

we can all start to 

plan that next trip 

soon… 

Thank you for 

sending the work 

in boys, keep it 

up! 

Miss Smith 

Lego Parachute; plan, design and test in action! 

Jonty in 6S wrote to Mrs Swift telling her all about his Lego 

man parachutist that he launched from their flat roof at 

home; he assured us no KHS boy, or Lego man ,was hurt 

during this activity despite the height involved. In fact, he 

concluded it was a great design success!  

Well done, Jonty—good to see you engaging in activities 

for your ’Options’ slot that interest you on a personal level.  

Mme Swift 

 



   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog here 

LOWER PREP 

All the Lower Prep boys who took on Mrs Henery’s ‘Bake an Endeavour Cake’ challenge, in one form or another! 

James W (1H) for his research on Scottish islands. 

Zayn J (1H) for his beautifully drawn and decorated island. 

Jamie C (2H) for always being ready to start work and competent juggling of his class work and Study Centre sessions. 

Hugo H (3M) for his maze work in Maths.  

Luis L (3M) for his Minecraft digital maze he designed and created. 

Ryan L (3M) for his ingenious maze constructed out of a cardboard box; a very original concept!  

Barnaby A (4S) a Headmaster’s Award for writing a recipe for an Endeavour Cake. 

Max K (4L) a Headmaster’s Award for his Endeavour cake. 

Alex F (4S) a Headmaster’s Award for his Endeavour cake as well. 

Nathaniel J (4S) a Headmasters Award for his interesting video and presentation on butterflies. 

Samuel A (4S) a Headmasters Award for completing extra work and showing great endeavour.   

 

UPPER PREP 

Kieran S (5S) for learning the piano at home. 

Jack G (S) for presenting his comprehension on Plants so beautifully; it brightened Mrs Seiver’s day! 

All of 5S for putting up with Mrs Seiver's silly costumes during registration every day and listening quietly to her read 'D-Day Dog' by 

Tom Palmer. 

Derin U (5C) for creating a fantastic Roman temple with 18 pillars and giving us an online guided video tour of it! 

Paul B (5S) for being in full ‘Scientific flow’ this week. 

Christos L (5S) for his excellent work in Science too, this week.  

Josh McC (6S) for always being punctual, completing his work to a high standard in English and French lessons, some high quality 

Science work and being fully engaged with the Options and class challenges set by Mme Swift.  

Archie B (6F) for some wonderful work on MS Excel including a spreadsheet showing the results of a competition between the Gods 

of Olympus; a nice link to this week’s Classics enrichment topic! 

Enzo R (6F) for working particularly hard at home on all his subjects; he has completed some excellent English and History work 

especially. 

Elliot N (6C) for demonstrating an excellent work ethic and producing consistently high standard of work across the curriculum. 

Tommy W (7BL) for drawing cartoons and animations. 

Joe S (7BL) for his excellent ideas in Science on using different materials for reducing noise level. 

Tobias VH (7BL) for his excellent work on the British Empire in History.  

Rory S (7BL) for working extremely well on Teams and continuing to show a positive attitude. 

Mikey F (7BA) for handing in every piece of Science work on time and to a high standard. 

Matt M (7BL) for his enthusiasm, hard work and a constant ‘smile in his voice’ during lessons. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOXb7FIEE_U


HOUSE POINT TOTALS SO FAR THIS WEEK... 

This week sees just 47 points separating 4th 

to 1st place! Drake have clearly been work-

ing hard to achieve lots of house points but 

it is Wellington who just make top spot. Re-

member, house points can be earned 

through effort and achievement; keep work-

ing hard as every house point counts—come 

on Marlborough and Nelson; give the other 

two something to worry about…!  

Keep it up, everyone. Miss Smith  

   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

UPPER PREP continued… 

Marcus G (8L) for his hard work and determination. 

Pete D (8L) for his dedication to learning online and studying at home.  

Zac A (8T) for ‘raising his game’ and showing just how good he is! 

James G (8L) for showing great initiative and videoing himself working on his football skills in the garden and for his Greek poster 

work.  

Folu A (8L) for his super poster on the Greek alphabet for Classics Enrichment. 

Antoni M (8L) for his excellent Greek poster work which he also said he enjoyed doing! 

 

SENIORS 

Ewan W (9T) for producing work to a high standard and putting all of his efforts into everything he does.  

Joe O (9H) for his incredibly detailed Scientific diagrams. 

Eddie F (9H) for his focus and determination. 

Year 9 in general have made a good start with their GCSE geography studies.  

Milo R (9T) for his excellent work in Geography on the topic of natural resources.  

Daniel I (9T) for his excellent work in Geography. 

Jack L (10L) for endeavour shown during a Maths lesson when his technology was playing up and he had to think quickly and 

adapt; also for his hard work and commitment to his Geography coursework. 

Theo B (10L) for working hard on his GCSE Geography coursework; the exams begin in a year’s time! 

Michael C (10L)  for his work on ecosystems and biodiversity in Geography.  

Seojun L (10L) for excellent work in English. 

Guy N (10L) for doing an extra online programming course on a Saturday as a personal choice to improve his learning and under-

standing.  

Form 10L in general for consistently being ready to register in the mornings and making their new teacher, Ms Roets, feel wel-

come despite never meeting in person before.  

Ben I (11S) a commendation for outstanding work in English. 

Max M (11S) a commendation for excellent work in English. 



Cartoon Appreciation 

Tommy W in 7BL has spent a great deal of his free 

time drawing cartoons depicting daily life at home 

during lockdown; they are very impressive and show 

a great deal of talent. He has extended this further by 

animating and uploading some of them to his 

YouTube account; he has shared the link with us 

here ...remember you saw it here first, a KHS future 

famous artist! Miss Black 

Sea Scouts Being Active at Home! 

Mr Hendry was pleased to learn of how active the Seager brothers have been recently; a couple of weekends ago 

Joseph's Sea Scout group were challenged to spend 1-2 hours running or otherwise exercising in support of an ex-

member and sea scout parent who has a terminal cancer diagnosis. Both Joseph & Noah devised a circuit round 

our garden, with a slalom between cones down the side of the house, followed by circuits round the cul-de-sac 

before returning to the back garden for some throwing and catching of a tennis ball against the wall. Joseph paced 

it out to measure the distance—seen in the video clip early on with a cuppa in his hand! 

Joseph did a combination of running & cycling & completed 10.5km; Noah—although not a member of the sea 

scouts group—also wanted to participate and ran a similar distance. Here's the scout group video of the event. 

Well done to both Joseph in 8T and Noah in 6S for their great endeavour with this physical challenge.   

Fundraising Initiative 

Archie E in 8T has been busy alongside his school work raising funds 

for the NHS Charities Together with a table top sale. He used some 

spare time to have a sort and clear out of his many DVD’s along with 

the rest of the family and he put up a table at the top of our drive 

with all our unwanted ones. The family contacted their neighbours 

and offered them in return for online donations to the NHS; it was 

very well received. Archie’s family are rightly proud of him in this en-

deavour. As the DVD cases are plastic, they can be disinfected and 

cleaned easily to decrease the risk of any cross contamination or 

transfer of the Coronavirus. Well done, Archie—a gallant effort.  

Mme Taylor 

‘Le Shopping’ 

In Year 4's French lesson last week, the boys were learning 

the names of shops and what can be bought there. 

One of the challenges was a decoding exercise. The boys had 

to use their skills to work out the names of the shops in 

French and then create their own codes. The picture shows 

Alex F in 4S, concentrating hard to break the codes. Well 

done; good work all round! 

Mme Swift 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDRxgO1pD3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWrxbGkjOP0


Practice makes…?! 

Tedd (7BL) has been showing a lot of endeavour 

and has been practising the ‘Avengers’ theme 

tune on the key board… a tricky piece as it is so 

recognisable and important to get the timing and 

notes right.  We all appreciate how practising by 

yourself is hard and takes a lot of determination 

and hard work and Tedd is doing a great job—

well done! Miss Black 

Lower Prep News 

Future Planning! 

James W in 2H has made us all recall happier days and holidays from the past with 

his delightfully detailed piece of work about a seaside pier. Mrs Henery was very 

impressed.  

She was also delighted to receive a moti-

vational poster from some boys who 

wanted to share it with all the pupils of 

the Lower Prep to encourage them, keep 

them cheery and remind them we are all 

in this together! Here is their message to 

all which includes a gold medal design 

with silver writing as well! 

 

 

Canine Baking for a Change! 

Benji A in 4L has been working hard this 

week to make biscuits for his pet dog Jack-

son! Jackson is a very lucky dog - well done 

for looking after him so well, Benji, and 

thinking of his needs before your own.  

Mrs Lambert 



Mrs Henery’s Pupil Briefing Inspires All… 

Not only were there lots of real ‘Endeavour’ cakes baked following from Mrs Henery’s Pupil Briefing, but here is 

Barnaby’s very own recipe for such a bake…  

200g Trust 

140g Don’t Give Up 

3 cups of Good Health 

2 Egg Rights 

1.25 tsp Loyalty 

0.5 tsp Friendship 

0.5 tsp Kindness 

3tbsp Empathy 

Combine all dry ingredients in one bowl and all the wet ingredients in another; add the dry to the wet ingredients 

and mix with a spoon. Pre heat oven to 180 degrees. Cook for 20 minutes less than an hour. Eat and enjoy! 

Year 3 Mathematical Mazes and Animal Facts! 

Mrs Marskell set her class the mathematical task of creating a maze this week in maths and Hugo really excelled in 

this activity—well done! Luis and Ryan also came up with some very original ideas and designs; Ryan used a card-

board box to create his whilst Luis made one electronically on Mine Craft. Absolutely aMAZEing boys!! 

In literacy, Year 3 also had a task which they all seemed to enjoy and put a great deal of 

effort into. They had to choose an animal, research and write some facts and draw 

where their animal would live and understand the natural habitat; the animals chosen 

were very varied and included a buffalo, a spider and a tiger.  

Super work boys. Mrs Marskell 

 



Lower Prep Forest School 

This week the boys were shown an activity all about den building! 

You can watch the video here 

Jay reminded everyone that dens can be made from almost any-

thing you have to hand—chairs, duvets, washing lines even—as 

long as you are safe doing so and ask permission first. Jay gave our 

boys 5 useful tips to create a super space that will be appreciated 

and long-lasting and showed them how to tie practical knots to 

keep materials together when constructing your den! 

No End to Year 7s Creative Endeavours?! 

This week 7BL have been showing off their wide 

and varied creative talents and endeavours. The 

boys have been making their own cartoons and 

animations, playing musical instruments and 

drawing super heroes! Excellent work 7BL, Miss 

Black is very impressed and delighted to see all 

your efforts. This piece of art work is by Ruari F 

and shows a depiction of the cartoon character 

Iron Man—not an easy character to draw so this 

represents a great achievement! 

Miss Black  

History Enrichment...en Francais! 

Mme Swift tells us about what the boys in Year 5 have been up to with her remote learning curriculum: 

“In French last week, we thought about History enrichment and decided we could incorporate it into our lesson by 

researching the French Revolution and Bastille Day - hope you are impressed Mr Rudkin at these cross curricular 

links?! The boys in 5C and 5S produced some lovely pieces of work, including; posters, timelines and power points.  

Here we have an informative, 

colourful poster produced by 

Alex W in 5S. A huge well done 

to all the boys for their efforts, 

they are really rising to the chal-

lenge of learning remotely and 

becoming more independent 

learners”. Mme Swift 

 

 

https://youtu.be/t8lkpoD7hTE


‘It’s all Greek to Me’! 

Mme Taylor asked her Year 8 boys to explore the Greek language this week; the French language they are used to 

has many of its roots in Latin and is known as a ‘Romance’ language, but Greek is a Hellenic language and from a 

different family altogether, there are not many connections. The boys were tasked with making a poster to illus-

trate Greek words with their English meanings—there were some fabulous results as we can see here. Mme Taylor 

and Mrs Weston were both thrilled at how the boys have enthusiastically got to grips with the Greek language.  

 

Time... 

After learning about the concept of Time in Maths, Barnaby in 4S was 

inspired to research and learn about John Harrison, who was a clock-

maker. He researched and filmed himself talking about Harrison’s life 

and how he explored the problem of trying to mark the passage of 

time on early ship voyages. This is a still from one of his video scenes. 

Harrison ended up creating a clock that Captain Cook used aboard his 

famous expedition ship, The Endeavour!  

 

Barnaby has obviously been deeply inspired by the life and work of John Harrison and finished his filming with the 

following observation, “John Harrson was a man who exemplified respect, integrity and endeavour, and displayed 

true grit and resilience!” 

A fabulous piece of work, Barnaby, Mr Murphy was very impressed! Miss Smith 



 ‘Endeavour’ Cake Baking! Good enough to eat... 

In the Lower Prep Pupil Briefing, Mrs Henery instructed the 

boys in her ‘Endeavour’ cake baking using a sprinkle of Try 

Your Best, two spoonful's of Effort and a dusting of Don't 

Give Up. Some Lower Prep boys then decided to have a go 

at home; Max K in 4L and Alex F in 4S receive a Headmas-

ter’s Award for their effort.  

Max’s family report that it was delicious and there is now 

none left, so lots of hard work went into both the making 

and eating there is now none left, so lots of hard work 

went into both the making and the eating!  

Nathan J in 4S was also very keen to make an ‘Endeavour 

Lemon Loaf’ and his ingredients were effort, hard work, 

perseverance and resilience. Well done, boys. 

Mrs Henery, Miss Smith & Mrs Lambert  

En Francais, Les Nombres! 

Year 4 were given the task of looking at numbers 1-20 

and identifying the words for each number.  

Fraser B in 4S wasted no time in cutting out the numbers 

and the words and successfully completed the matching 

pairs game.  

Trés bien! Mme Swift  

Thinking Practically... 

Here is Arun in 4S who made a carrier and a trailer using sticks and 

cardboard for his bike yesterday! Miss Smith is very impressed and 

loves the fact that this is unlikely to have happened if we were all in 

school following the ‘normal’ timetable! Such creativity and practical 

problem solving led by independent enquiry —well done Arun!  

Miss Smith 



   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog here 

LOWER PREP 

Ebrahim B (1H) for solid English work, starting sentences in different ways. 

James W (1H) for excellent work in Maths showing he can subtract larger numbers and a commendation for his research on Scottish 

islands. 

Zayn J (1H) for his beautifully drawn and decorated island and a super shop poster created! 

Jamie C (2H) a Headmaster’s Award—for creating his own island using objects around the house; very original work! Also for always 

being ready to start his work at home and juggling class work & Study Centre sessions. 

Year 3: 

Fraser S (3M) for designing an amazing game in P.E called Cheese Fondue! 

Ben S (3M) for amazing work in Maths this week.  

Hugo H (3M) for designing a brilliant elephant puzzle.  

Luis L (3M) for his super work in Literacy; he wrote a lovely fiction story about a robin. 

Ryan L (3M) for making a fabulous boat out of cardboard.  

Seb P (3M) for making an amazing boat; his dad helped too and could share this award! 

Torin A-I (3M) for an inventive use of a family photo to make a puzzle. 

Frankie W (3M) for his boat creation out of an apple box and bubble wrap (great recycling of materials) 

Cameron E (3M) for his fabulous fiction story about a buffalo.  

Year 4: 

Barnaby A (4S) for sending an excellent video of himself, naming various fruits in French from their home food delivery. 

George P (4S) for showing perseverance and determination when editing his English persuasive letter. 

Jamil  H (4L) for practising his violin and having virtual lessons during lockdown; he even played one of his pieces to the class during 

their Teams Form Time! 

Byron M (4L) for completing all work to a high standard and making a motivational video in his role as Lower Prep Monitor for the 

class to watch. 

UPPER PREP 

Year 5: 

Tristan B (5C) for a delightful video of him building a solar powered Perspex house. The video has an excellent commentary explain-

ing, in detail, how the solar charging system works—very informative! 

Derin U (5C) for a time lapse video of him and his family making a traditional communicator with string and ear pieces. Its lovely to 

see ‘old school ‘technology is still being used when experimenting. He was also wearing the correct safety goggles when using the 

cordless drill - safety first, well done!  

Kieran S (5S )for being so bright and cheery every morning and having such a great attitude. 

Adam G (5S) for being so organised and diligent; fabulous work ethic! 

William B (5C) for showing real resilience in Study Centre literacy sessions. Sometimes it is tough to have an extra lesson squeezed 

into an already busy day buy William has shown real maturity and determination in persevering even when he is tired. Great atti-

tude, William!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YCPJFtHvs0&feature=youtu.be


   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

UPPER PREP continued… 

Year 5: 

Ben S (5S)  for impressing Mr Hendry with his excellent work in Geography and History recently. 

James M (5S) for his excellent effort in both Geography and History this term producing some excellent work.  

Year 6: 

Paul B (6S) for his continued hard work in Science. 

Otis E (6F) for his filming of his pulley learning and exploration in Science this week. 

Jasper W (6F) for his film about his pulley working and how he set it all up. 

Edward C (6F) for his film on his pulley  in action.  

Ibrahim M (6F) for his film in Science relating to his pulley investigation. 

Jonty W (6S) for his consistent excellent standard of work since the beginning of term; he will always complete any additional tasks 

suggested too.  

Year 6S Maths group in general for working very hard on a project designing a ‘Geometrocity’ using all their knowledge of geomet-

rical shapes and terminology. 

Max L (6C) for his fantastic Lego model of Apollo 11 based on his Geography enrichment research. 

Elliot N (6C) for his super poster on Ernest Shackleton presenting his learning.  

Bailey P (6C) for his excellent research work and presentation of facts in his poster.  

Oliver D (6C) for his beautiful picture of Ferdinand Magellan’s ship inspired by his research on the topic.  

Dylan R (6C) for his very professional PowerPoint about Christopher Columbus. 

Kobi W (6C) for his excellent map drawing showing Marco Polo's expedition route. 

Theo W (6F) for helping out in the kitchen – his chicken, leek and mushroom pie looked delicious!  

Year 7: 

Lukas C (7BA) for keeping focused and being independent. 

Tharani Vengadachalam (7BA) for working hard and keeping focused on his work. 

Alex H (7BL) for his energy and motivation with his science work. 

Rory S (7BL) for keeping focused with his science learning. 

James C (7BL) for continuing to work extremely hard and has been receiving lots of house points and commendations; it is great to 

hear about this during form time; also for exceptional note taking in Maths and subsequent completion of tasks. 

Tedd BA (7BL) for his continued solid achievements in lessons and involvement in lots of subject enrichment activities. 

Daniel P (7BL) for working well in all of his subjects; he is always on time to form period and listens carefully to what is being said. 

Ivan T (7BL) for his excellent observational drawing (this can be seen later on in the Newsletter) and for achieving 100% across all 

his Hegarty Maths tasks so far this term.  

Henry S (7BL) for his continued work of a very high standard, despite initial technology problems at the start of the term.  

Joe S (7BL) for attempting all the tasks set this term in Maths, despite finding some of he concepts more challenging to grasp when 

learning by himself.  

 

 



   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

UPPER PREP continued… 

Year 8: 

Ollie K (8L) for his great Science  work – every session! 

Alfred L (8L) for his increased motivation in Science which is super to witness. 

Hadi Y (8L) for his increased performance in Science, well done, keep it up! 

Ismail M (8T) for his French and Geography enrichment work on Samuel de Chaplain. 

Barnaby H (8T) for his super poster illustrating his chosen French and Geography explorer / innovator. 

Ted R (8L) for his Geography enrichment work investigating French explorers / innovators.  

Will H (8T) for writing complex, detailed French sentences on his poster. 

Ted R (8L) for his Geography enrichment work investigating French explorers / innovators.  

Joseph S (8T) for being busy and engaged with his modelling skills; he managed to finish an Airfix Spitfire model just in 

time for VE Day with some impressive detail and painting shown on it. 

Marcus G (8L) for consistently providing work of a very high standard—both in taking notes and completing homework 

tasks. 

Antoni M (8L) for his determined effort and regular contribution to lessons. 

Theo VP (8L) for being proactive, engaged and confident in his Study Centre session. He took control of his own learning 

by consistently listening to instructions as well as using his initiative, creativity, sense of humour and problem solving 

skills when needed.  

Ted R (8T) for his independent work he did on Archimedes.  

SENIORS 

Year 9: 

The Year 9 GCSE Art group all deserve a mention: Ryan L (9H), Hugo D (9H), Rory G (9T), Milo R (9T) & Angelo C (9T) for  

keeping themselves on task and up to date with all the materials. 

Hugo D (9T) for his commitment and exceptional effort in all the optional art activities. 

Ryan L (9H) for his application and effort in Maths; watching all the video clips first, before starting the Quiz (he has  

‘clocked up’ the most hours watching the support videos and spent the most time completing his tasks) 

Sam S (9H) for excellent work in his Study Centre literacy sessions - annotating texts and producing some very percep-

tive comprehension responses.  

All of Year 9 for their application and effort with their virtual ‘Making of Modern Britain Trip’.  The boys have embraced 

the project, despite its physical and very real limitations, and thought deeply about British values. A big thank you to 

Max Mitchell-Nessbert and Ollie Savage for helping to solve some technical issues which helped everyone send work 

more easily (A report will follow next week) 

Year 10: 

James T (10S) for completing all tasks on Hegarty Maths so far, including the optional one. 

Oliver P (10S) for consistently handing in his work on time and to a very good standard; excellent effort.  

Arad (10S) for super work in Classics for Mrs Weston. 



   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s 

 

SENIORS continued… 

Seojun L (10L) for producing very detailed and clear notes in computer science. 

Year 11: 

Thomas G (11S) for his commendable work ethic in Classics this term and for his continued hard work and effort in Science.  

Ben I (11S) for continuing dedication to learning in Classics and for excellent work on environmental issues regarding new technolo-

gies. 

Oliver B (11S) for excellent work on environmental issues regarding new technologies in Computer Science lessons. 

A Note from Mr Mitchell about Geography Enrichment Week… 

From Forest School to Outward Bound and the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, Kingswood House 

has always recognised the value of practical outdoor education. The Geography Enrichment 

Week set out to bring the world to the boys, and looking at the photographs sent in, and the 

boys’ work, it appears that they have really enjoyed themselves. Boys have undertaken a vari-

ety of tasks researching explorers and expeditions from across the ages. They have investigat-

ed the heights and depths of the Earth, created some fine models and written some good 

pieces of work. 

Many of the boys made good use of the glorious weather over the long Bank Holiday weekend to camp out and have 

garden adventures and enjoy family campfires. Since the change in the weather, many of the camps have moved in-

doors, but everyone appears to be having just as much fun.  

During the week, Year 9 have been travelling around the country on their annual Making of Modern Britain trip, albeit 

virtually. It appears to have been a success and there will be more news about this next week. 

Do have a go at the family exploration quiz that was sent to all families via Parentmail last Wednesday. The closing date 

for all entries is 0800 Monday 18 May (the 40th anniversary of the eruption of Mount St Helens!) 

Over the page there are lots of fabulous examples showing how the boys have enriched their week with camping out, 

dens and exploration—well done to all! Mr Mitchell 

HOUSE POINT TOTALS THIS WEEK... 

This week sees 45 points between first 

and fourth place but Drake manage to 

pull through on top, beating Wellington 

by 3! Wellington have been holding 1st 

place for the first few weeks, so well done 

to Drake. Come on Marlborough and Nel-

son! Every house point can make a differ-

ence. Well done to all the boys who have 

earned lots of house points for their 

house; what a great team effort!  

Miss Smith  



Geography Enrichment  



 
Busy Bees in Year 1 and 2! 

Jamie C in Year 2 has made a model island based on the Katie Morag 

books and her island life! It is obvious Jamie knows the books very well 

as he has included so much detail using found objects around the 

house; there are mountains, the sea, buildings, animals and even a boat 

in the harbour! Well done Jamie a very creative, imaginative and origi-

nal piece of work showing a lot of time, effort and endeavour—a Head-

masters’ Award is very well deserved for this! Mrs Henery 

Bounce-athon 

Over the weekend Rex T in 5C and his sis-

ter completed a sponsored Bounce-athon 

on their trampoline. They created a 'Go 

Fund Me’ page and set a modest target of 

£50 to raise for Epsom and St Helier NHS 

Trust, however, thanks to the generosity 

of family, friends  and neighbours they 

ended up raising a grand total of £260! We 

are all super pleased. They did a total of 

two hours of bouncing between the two of 

them over Friday and Saturday—as the 

weather was quite warm the intended 

plan of a solid two hours ‘tag team’ ap-

proach had to be amended and broken up 

into smaller, manageable chunks in the 

heat; the paddling pool and ice lollies on 

standby certainly motivated them to keep going. Well done Rex—and his sister of course! Mr Clarke  

Classics Enrichment in Maths Lesson 

One of the biggest advantages of 

our current programme of online, 

home delivery of the curriculum, is 

that the boys get a chance to grow 

in independence in relation to their 

learning, and have the opportunity 

to explore more topics that they 

hold a personal interest in. Last 

week Ben H in 7BA fused his maths 

lesson with suggested Classics en-

richment task and found out all 

about Pythagoras. Here is the post-

er work he sent to Mr Sukhdeo who 

was very impressed.  



Intuitive and Ingenious…! 

Tommy W in 7BL got handy with a few household items in the week to solve a problem; 

how can you listen to a vinyl record if you do not have a record player turntable to play it 

on?! The answer as Tommy explains is simple really, “We don't have a record player so we 

attached a Beatles record to a cordless drill and put a £5 note on it rolled up. Sounded 

wobbly but worked”. So now you know! Mr Barratt was very impressed with Tommy’s 

inquisitive mind and practical problem solving.  

 

All About the War for Will! 

Commemorating VE Day last week was a very busy time for one of our boys in Year 8 as he got involved with a virtual 

church service through his church on Facebook and used his musical talents to be part of it. Will M in 8T learnt and 

recorded several songs for the service via a new computer program on the computer and his part was then added 

with the other instruments—a great example of how we are all using new technology to expediate our new way of 

life! Also for this service Will was asked to conduct a phone interview about VE Day; he interviewed a local lady who 

was 10 years old on back in 1945 VE day and asked her about her memories of the day and how she celebrated with 

her family. He pertinently also asked her what she thought of the current lockdown situation and if it was comparable 

in her mind, to the war situation, and if she feels there is hope for the future. The interview was recorded and played 

in the service too and although Will was very nervous conducting it, the experience proved a super opportunity. Well 

done Will—it sounds as if you made your family very proud getting involved like this and discovering new skills and 

experiences. Mme Taylor was thrilled to hear about this too!  

Cheese Fondue...but not as we know it?! 

The boys in 3M were set the task by Mr Laudy of design-

ing a new physical activity, or game and illustrating it. 

Fraser was clearly very inspired as he came up with 

‘Cheese Fondue’ game! In this, a ball is thrown at a goal 

and a shout goes up of, ‘Cheese Fondue’ if you have 

avoided being tagged. Fraser commented on his design, 

“The blue lines are the walls/fence and you can see 2 

teams playing the game although one player is sadly 

getting punched in the eye and the offender receiving a 

red card for it. There are people spectating and Boris 

Johnson is watching too!”. Very impressive work with a 

great sense of originality and fun. Well done, Fraser. Mrs Marskell  



KHS Boys Celebrate VE Day at Home 

The Bank Holiday last Friday, with a break from schooling online, was a chance for many of our boys to enjoy some 

fun time with their families. The VE Day celebrations are very much in evidence based on all the photos our teachers 

have been sent in—thank you. Baking in some form or other was a very popular way to mark the occasion it seems. 

A mini-marshmallow covered creation by Sam A in 4S looks good enough to eat, whilst Ciaran in 2H has dressed in 

red, white and blue to match his patriotic cake colours!!  Jamie C in 2H made shortbread for his family who joined in 

with a socially distanced front garden party; everyone knew who the chef was… Ebrahim had a picnic in the garden 

with his family too. 

 

Online Forest 

School 

 

 

This week in our virtually delivered Forest School, Jay intro-

duced the activity of ‘leaf bashing’! This is where you select a 

variety of brightly coloured leaves or flowers and pound them 

gently, but repeatedly, with a hard surface—something like a 

toy plastic hammer is ideal—against a piece of fabric or paper 

to encourage the coloured pigment to come out and create a 

mark. His tutorial is here Mrs Henery thought this was a great 

activity and encouraged all the boys to go outside and have a 

go! Here are Jamie C’s efforts—they look very effective! Well 

done! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEU8bcE-4t0&feature=youtu.be


French & Geography Enriched Lessons in Year 8… 

Mme Taylor has been delighted with all the good work she has been sent following the task she set that asked boys to: 

“Choose one of the French explorers/innovators mentioned in Mr Mitchell’s notes—do some research and write an illus-

trated summary of their adventures in English, in your own words”. We can all learn lots about these famous French 

people from the boys’ work. Well done, all. Mme Taylor 

 



Puzzle masters! 

The boys in 3M had to design and make a puzzle of their own 

choosing this week for one task at home; Mrs Marskell loved seeing 

evidence of the wide variety of end results. There were puzzles 

made out of paper, card, Lego pieces and even an ‘interactive’ one 

to get in! Good work, boys! Mrs Marskell 

Year 8 Geography and French En-

richment continued… 

Mme Taylor was really impressed 

with all of the work she had in 

form the boys in 8L and 8T but 

wanted to make special mention 

of Will H’s effort. He not only re-

searched his chosen, famous 

French explorer / innovator well, 

but wrote the information up in 

his own words using French vo-

cabulary and sentences –a Hercu-

lean effort! He also provided a 

translation to make the infor-

mation really clear; here is his 

work… 

Mme Taylor 

 

No trip? ...No problem! 

Joseph S in 8T has been busy making this model for his Geography lessons which 

represents a camp site with tent, fire and a rowing boat. Joseph & some of his Sea 

Scout group were due to go on an expedition at the end of this month; they were 

going to row up the river to a little island near Shepperton, camp overnight and row 

back the next afternoon - very similar to a bronze DoE expedition. They had been 

working hard through the winter on planning, practising and preparing for this—

their first expedition without adults—and are of course very sad that they cannot 

now go; however, they can tackle the same challenge in the future and meanwhile 

put all his energy and focus into the model. A very constructive use of time and 

making a positive out of a negative Joseph - well done, very impressive!  



Mapping France 

In Year 6, we have incorporated Geography enrichment into our French les-

sons this week; the boys were tasked with completing a map of France, includ-

ing bordering countries and bodies of water, mountain ranges, rivers, cities 

and famous landmarks. When you are learning a language it is always good to 

know the geography of the country, so this proved to be a very useful exer-

cise. Well done to all the boys for producing some excellent work, the exam-

ple shown is from Christos L in 6S. Mme Swift 

Afternoon ‘Options’ become a Challenge… 

Conor T in 6S has been busy in his Options 

period and making the most of the glorious 

weather outside, away form his computer 

screen for a change. He decided to challenge 

himself to shoot 15 baskets in a row—not an 

easy task and one that required effort and 

endeavour. He showed a lot a determination 

and did finally succeed. Brilliant, Conor!  

Mme Swift 

Telling a Tall Tale in Year 3 

Following on from their task to 

choose and research an animal, 

the boys in their literacy learning 

this week, were asked to write an 

imaginative story featuring their 

chosen creature. This is Ben’s 

attempt about his spider—Mrs 

Marskell was very impressed with 

this delightful tale. Well done Ben.  

Mrs Marskell  

Ooooo La La!! 

Madame Swift reveals all the dressing up fun her Year 4 boys had this week in their online 

classroom. 

“In Year 4's French lesson, we were learning about clothes—

Les Vêtements. The boys had to find some of the items they 

had learnt the vocabulary for and dress themselves in different 

garments, whilst saying the names of the items in French!  

Frankie L in 4S obviously had great fun selecting different things to wear and will hopefully 

now remember the language really well; great choice of chassures Frankie! Trés bon! Thank 

you for your enthusiastic participation”. Mme Swift  



Geography Enrichment 

The boys in 6C have loved their Geography Enrichment Week. They all chose an explorer to research and then decided 

how they would like to present the information they had learnt. Max L researched Neil Armstrong and made a fantas-

tic Lego model of Apollo 11; Elliot N decided upon Ernest Shackleton and illustrated a wonderful poster; Oliver  D 

painted a beautiful image of Ferdinand Magellan’s ship—what fantastic examples of independent learning! Mrs Dean 

 

Lego, Lego and more Lego!! 

An impressive array of the little plastic bricks constructed into some very creditable and detailed 3D models… just 

think of all the different bricks and pieces you would need at home to assemble this little lot for starters! Even more 

impressive is that this represents one single boy’s creative Lego output in a week?! Well done, Lukas C in 7BA—great 

endeavour indeed. 







HOUSE POINT TOTALS THIS 

WEEK... 

Nelson have made great pro-

gress this week, finding them-

selves top of the table! Great 

work by everyone earning 

house points for their houses. I 

am looking forward to the com-

petition continuing after half 

term.  

Miss Smith  

COMMENDATIONS 

Ebrahim Bana   James Wang  Eusuf Sherif  James Carr  Cameron Edwards 

Hugo Hawksley  Ben Scudamore Fraser Schmitt  Ryan Lochhead Luis Lochhead Sam Atkins  

Torin Arumemi-Ikhide Frankie Wintle Fraser Blyth  Jack Harvey  Nathan John  Lucas Christie 

Carry on Camping! 

The continuing nice weather, and enjoyment of the Geography enrichment 

focus, has seen a great deal of lockdown time spent outside. This has cer-

tainly been the case for KHS boys who have even been eschewing comfy 

beds and bedrooms over tented alternatives?! Here is Stuart C in 7BA in his 

choice of sleeping arrangements!- a super den! 

Last week’s Exploration Quiz from Mr Mitchell 

Thank you to everyone who participated in the quiz. We even had families 

convene Zoom meetings to pool their answers! Most people scored above 

25 but there were a couple of questions that caught people out. 

Congratulations to the Wards, Bishops, Seagers, Hartleys and Venzelaar-

Pellys for achieving full marks. A small reward will be finding its way to 

your doorstep.  

A special mention goes to Jeremy Blachman in Year 5. He attempted the 

quiz by himself and got many answers correct—not a winning score, but a 

great example of endeavour.  Mr Mitchell 



One Moment in (Lego) Time! 

Captured perfectly here is the historic moment the apple fell onto Isaac New-

ton’s head—well done, Jonty W in 6S!  

An excellent model showing your own inquisitive nature and determination. 

Good effort! Mr Barratt 

 

  

National Pizza Party Day! 

The boys in Mrs Henery’s class were delighted to learn from her that it 

was time to celebrate National Pizza Party Day last week. Jamie rose to 

the culinary challenge and donned his chef hat and apron, for the bene-

fit of all his family, whilst Ebrahim made sure all his family were includ-

ed, and instigated a picnic in the garden with the perfectly portable 

picnic fare on the 

menu.  

Dressing up to 

extend the allit-

eration was all 

part of the learn-

ing fun… Well 

done, boys! Mrs 

Henery 

Forest School 

In this week’s outdoor cur-

riculum the boys were en-

couraged to find and use 

sticks to create 3D stick 

men forms– they could be inspired by Julia Donaldson’s pop-

ular book of the same name! The boys were shown how to 

forage for fallen sticks, place them and then use good joining 

methods for their creations; great for fine motor skills. Here 

is Ted R’s very neat and compact attempt followed by a more 

expansive example, that seems to have become one of the family! Good work, Lower Prep.  

You can watch the lesson here  

Mrs Henery  

https://youtu.be/mgIS80ixc44


Creativity Corner… 

James W in Year 1 designed a striking mountain scene with a bold dragon in it with 

the help of his Mum; Mrs Henery was delighted to see it. Thank you for the share 

James, well done! Mrs Henery 

Matthew M (7BL) has 

been practising draw-

ing planes during his 

time at home. 

Matthew has a keen 

interest in aeroplanes 

and has demonstrat-

ed in his drawings 

which are very de-

tailed and show good 

understanding of 

shape and form.  

Super endeavour, Matthew! Miss Black 

Around the 

World...in French 

lessons! 

In Year 5's French 

lesson last week, we 

wanted to incorpo-

rate the Geography 

enrichment, so we 

decided to look at 

the character Phileas 

Fogg from the book ‘Around the World in Eighty Days’, which of course was written by the French author Jules Verne.  

The boys had to plot his journey on a map using cut out hot air balloons and then write the name of each country in 

French. They all submitted some great work but here are just a couple of pieces from Ben S and Harry P in 5S.  

Madame Swift 

Exploring New or Different Hobbies 

The enforced period at home has certainly given us all time to think 

about how we spend our leisure time and what meaningful activity, 

or interests, we fill our days with. For some this has meant taking up 

a new hobby, or discovering more time for a current love.  

Here is Hugo in 3M hard at work 

on his patch of allotment 

ground; he has planted carrots, 

cosmos, aster and lettuce—we 

look forward to seeing the fruits 

of his labour later in the term. 

 



Persuasive Writing 

In 6S’s English lesson last week, the boys were given the task of writing a letter and incorporating elements of persuasive 

writing; they had to draft a letter to Mr Boris Johnson suggesting why lock down should be lifted. They all produced very 

good work with some valid reasons as to why we should be allowed to resume normal life. Here are two of the letters 

written by Noah S and Josh MC. Madame Swift  



Year 3s—working like Trojans! 

Mrs Marskell has been really impressed this past week at all the evidence that has come flooding in showing how well 

the boys in her class are engaged with a whole variety of tasks. Their learning is very much in evidence with poems about 

the Blitz, animal adventure stories, factual enrichment topic word searches, maths problem solving and model making, 

to name but a few. Their responses have been equally varied from 3D modelling to digital work. Well done, everyone.  

Mrs Marskell 



Class 3M Endeavour! 

Recently, in a Lower Prep briefing, Mrs Henery spoke to the boys about an ‘Endeavour Cake’ and what such a product 

might contain. As part of 3Ms work in Maths, Mrs Marskell set them the challenge to investigate weight and measur-

ing and she has been really impressed with the results which are still being evidenced and being sent in to her… all 

those amazing-looking baked creations—now this is the real shame of online learning at home as there is no chance to 

share any and taste them! Well done boys for all your efforts, Mrs Marskell commented, “The maths challenge for 

Year 3 was to make, draw or design an Endeavour cake. Their creations were unbelievable, they were all so enthusias-

tic about the task. I have no words but to say how wonderful Year 3 are! Here is what I mean…”. 

 



   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog here 

LOWER PREP 

Year 1 & 2: 

For all of Year 1 and 2 who have continued to complete their ‘Show and Tell’ over Teams with enthusiasm and jollity for 

the last 5 weeks! Mrs Henery is very proud of you all! 

James W (1H)  for a superb written postcard to Mrs Henery; a delight to read! 

Ebrahim B (1H) for completing his maths work efficiently. 

Eusuf Sherif (2H) for showing your working out in maths—the best habit to get into! 

 

Year 3: 

Cameron E (3M) for his great word search on The Good Samaritan and his effort in the Endeavour cake challenge.  

Hugo H (3M) for his original, written Endeavour cake recipe and for creating a super 3D insect for the maths challenge.  

Fraser S (3M) for achieving his typing certificate and baking an Endeavour cake! 

Ben S (3M) for his baked efforts with his Endeavour fairy cakes and writing an amazing newspaper report on a spider.  

Seb P (3M) for his creative stickman made in his online Forest School session. 

Torin A-I (3M) for his amazing newspaper report on a tiger who escaped from the zoo and his Endeavour cake. 

Frankie W (3M) for his Endeavour cake he baked and for pursuing an independent interest in researching and investi-

gating his family history. 

Luis L (3M) for his brilliant poem about the Blitz and his Endeavour cake. 

Ryan L (3M) for his inquisitive mind exploring mathematical concepts and finding out about measuring liquids in litres 

and millilitres and his effort with his Endeavour cake.  

 

Year 4: 

For every boy in 4L as they have embraced home learning and been so positive and enthusiastic; they have been abso-

lute stars and Mrs Lambert is very proud of you all. 

Peter S (4L) for his commitment to a new class—he joined us at the beginning of the Spring Term during lockdown and 

has got involved, been engaged, made new friends and it feels as if he has always been part of the team.  

Arun A (4S) for commitment to growing his bean plant and filling in his bean diary as an extra activity ; great work ethic!  

Sam A (4S) for creating a super time graph with more than one set of data. 

Fraser B (4S) for a superb book review. 

Jack H (4S) for great work on animal adaptations.  

Nathan J (4S) for his hard work on animal adaptations. 

Lucas C (4S) for his presentation telling me about 4 animals and how they adapt to their environment. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dWgUOzkHBg


 

 

UPPER PREP 

Year 5: 

Alex H (5S) for diligently setting his Alexa alarm for each lesson and 90% of the time manages his lessons and schoolwork inde-

pendently; without prompting, he completes whatever work is outstanding, during options time and has shown ownership of his 

work and responsibility. (Nominated by mum and Mrs Seiver) 

Jackson W (5C) for taking an impressive approach to his literacy sessions this half term; consistently engaged and animated.  

All of 5S for their amazing Science work. 

James M (5S) - Headmaster’s Academic Award—for his ‘Invertebrates Classification’ work.  

Ben S (5S) - Headmaster's Academic Award—for his ‘Invertebrates Classification’ work. 

Dylan N (5C) for working really hard in Mrs Seiver's maths group and proving that he is an excellent mathematician. 

Joshua D (5S) for juggling all of his commitments so well both at home and at school and staying on top of his work. 

Jack G (5S) for that wonderful early morning smile! 

William B (5C) for his impressive effort all this half term with how he has applied himself.   

Daniel Giles (5C) for working diligently throughout lockdown and continuing to make excellent progress. 

In general 5C for being a delightful class; registration has become Mr Clarke’s favourite part of the day.  

 

Year 6: 

Christos L (6S) for showing endeavour and going the extra mile by independently researching facts related to our current English 

book War Horse and WW1 topic. 

To all of 6C for their hard work and enthusiasm this half-term; they have been an absolute delight to teach for Mrs Dean starting a 

new learning journey with the boys at the beginning of lockdown. 

Beau C (6F)  for constantly working hard during the half term at home. 

Theo W (6F) for constantly working hard during the half term at home. 

Zac H (6F) for constantly working hard during the half term at home. 

Arlo S (6F) for constantly working hard during the half term at home; and for being engaged in his remote literacy sessions. 

Joseph H (6F) for a consistently high standard of work throughout the half term. 

Harry L (6F) for a consistently high standard of work throughout the half term. 

Enzo R (6F) for a consistently high standard of work throughout the half term. 

Otis E (6F) for a consistently high standard of work throughout the half term. 

Archie B (6F) for completing some wonderful Excel spreadsheets and a fabulous PowerPoint quiz.  

Jonty W (6S) for completing all extra mapping tasks, on time, in their Geometrocity project—very impressive!  

Emir O (6S) for completing all extra mapping tasks, on time, in their Geometrocity project—very impressive!  

Year 7: 

James C (7BL) commendation for RE from Mrs Weston. 

Charlie L (7BL) for always being on time in the morning to registration; he is well behaved and very polite online.  

Matthew M (7BL) for maintaining a positive attitude from day one and always listening carefully to instructions given in form time. 

All of 7BL for their excellent work ethic. They have grown to know how they can be supported best and will often stay behind for 

some additional support before working independently. 



Continued... 

 

Year 7: 

Ollie W (7BL) for keeping up with all Science tasks set.  

Ivan T (7BL) for very considered work in Science. 

Ben C (7BA) for his great focus and quality in his Science written work. 

Owen C (7BA) for his increased concentration and attention to detail in Science. 

 

Year 8: 

Archie E (8T) for showing a mature and helpful manner in a difficult week at home and being sensitive and loving to his family after 

they have sadly their grandfather. He has managed to continued his studies completely independently. (Recommended by his mum 

and Mme Taylor) 

Jack BA (8T) for producing wonderful work for Geography enrichment; his projects was well researched, very interesting exception-

ally well presented.  

Joseph S (8T) for producing wonderful work for Geography enrichment; his projects was well researched, very interesting excep-

tionally well presented.  

Folu A (8L) for producing wonderful work for Geography enrichment; his projects was well researched, very interesting exceptional-

ly well presented; also for his perseverance in Maths—using ratios with more confidence. 

Zac A (8T) for producing wonderful work for Geography enrichment; his projects was well researched, very interesting exceptionally 

well presented.  

Theo V-P (8L) for pushing through a difficulty barrier in Maths and showing determination, well done. 

Harvey W (8L) for persevering with using ratios this week, being determined and showing more confidence in his work.   

Marcus G (8BL) for consistently providing work of a very high standard throughout the whole term. 

 

SENIORS 

Year 9: 

Cameron A (9H) for producing some great work this term and working hard. 

Hugo D (9H) for producing some great work this term and working hard. 

Angelo C (9T) for his cycling efforts; starting at 5km on the bike and now cycles 14km every morning, 6 days a week, even when the 

wind is against him at times. 

Theo S (9T) for team spirit; giving a comedic presentation during form time to keep everyone’s spirits up! 

Jack B (9T) for team spirit; giving a comedic presentation during form time to keep everyone’s spirits up! 

Ollie S (9H) for his hard work and completing tasks in Science. 

To the Y9 French group for their exemplary effort, achievement and online behaviour since taking up French GCSE. 

Ryan L (9H) for working like a trooper this term in Maths; often attempting additional tasks to deepen his understanding.  

Sam S (9H) for persevering with new topics and going back to apply the corrections made whilst doing Hegarty Maths. 

Eddie F (9H) for persevering with new topics and going back to apply the corrections made whilst doing Hegarty Maths. 

Year 10: 

Theo B (10L) for producing  his Science work to a high standard. He is conscientious and puts a lot of time and effort into making 

clear and detailed notes; also for consistently submitting high quality work in English.  



 

Continued... 

 

Year 10: 

Harri G (10L) for planning and researching various wooden projects for the garden including a bee ‘Hotel’, a ‘Hedgehog House’ and 

a Norwegian skittle game called Molkky—impressive enthusiasm and motivation which can be challenging with a practical subject 

such as Design and Technology. 

Hasan J (10L) for consistently submitting high-quality work in English. 

James T (10S) for his exceptionally good mathematics notes throughout the whole term. He will gain from his efforts over the com-

ing months when he starts preparing for his GCSE exams. 

 

Year 11: 

Ben I (11S) for his great work with programming tasks. 

Year 11 ICT class for their excellent attitude to their work this half of term. They have been on time to every lesson and displayed a 

fabulous work ethic.  

Jack F (11S) for all his unfailing efforts throughout his French GCSE course—even in the last online lesson! Always punctual, work 

always completed to the best of his ability and an encouraging, supportive rapport with his fellow student Tom.  

Tom G (11S) for all his unfailing efforts throughout his French GCSE course—even in the last online lesson! Always punctual, work 

always completed to the best of his ability and an encouraging, supportive rapport with his fellow student Jack. 

Year 11 boys bid KHS ‘au bientot’... 

As we break up for half term, we say ‘Goodbye’ to our Year 11 boys who would have been in school for the last day be-

fore going on study leave and returning to sit their GCSE exams in June— the next month looks very different instead 

for them, as they wonder how all their hard work and efforts up to now, will be recognised, and graded. All their sub-

ject teachers have continued online learning for them the last few weeks and have commented how wonderful, in gen-

eral, the boys have been, despite the circumstances they have found themselves in.  

This is a message from Mr Rudkin and Mr Sukhdeo:  

“We wish our Year 11 boys every success following this, their 

last official day, of school. They have been a great credit to 

the KHS Way following their endeavours during a challeng-

ing half of term, with no formal examinations to work to-

wards. All the staff have been impressed by their work ethic 

and positive attitude”. 

 

 



The 4L Lockdown Superstars! 

Mrs Lambert has been amazed by how hard her boys in 4L have worked over this half of term and also how creative 

and inventive they have been during lockdown!  Although we would all love to be back together, we are looking for-

ward to more exciting learning next half term and being in touch online each day; Mrs Lambert has put together this 

super collage to highlight some of her favourite moments recently. Well done boys for all your participation and 

achievements! Mrs Lambert 



How Lovely is This?! 

Madame Taylor was delighted to learn that her class had got together to wish our 

Upper Prep Head Boy a very Happy Thirteenth Birthday! Certainly turning a teen-

ager in lockdown is one occasion that will not be forgotten in a hurry—as anyone 

who has experienced a birthday since 23rd.March can testify! Will M very kindly 

collated all the boys’ messages; what great compassion and team spirit the class 

have displayed with this!  

  

 



Art News! 

Mrs Maciejewska would like to remind all boys about the Whole School Art Competition (see suggested activities on the 

school website under ‘Extra Curricular Clubs’) The deadline for sending entries to Mrs Maciejewska is 22 June. 

Mrs Maciejweska has been busy herself in lockdown, and when not teaching remotely, as she has tackled a ‘Land Art’ pro-

ject in her garden as a part of a new artistic activity for all boys to do; see the posters below and why not join in?! Boys 

can attempt to model 3D forms of animals, or cars, or anything they choose, and embed grass seeds into it, so they will 

sprout and add another dimension to their forms. Their sculptures will integrate with their surroundings in the garden or 

greenhouse or wherever they have been placed. Other examples of Land or Environmental Art can be seen in the work of 

Andy Goldsworthy who uses leaves, sticks, pebbles, even rain and shadows, to make his mark on the land. Perhaps the 

Half Term break is the perfect opportunity to explore this and get creative outside…?! Mrs Maciejewska 

KHS reimagined… 

Here is a great model by Fraser S in 3M which shows KHS as a nature 

school; there is a zip wire, caves to play in, logs to sit on and even an 

area to practise letter writing! The Lego boys are on their break and 

playing with sticks. Such creativity, how wonderful!  

 

Or how about this piece of Land Art, 

in the style of Andy Goldsworthy, 

and made on the lawn in your very 

own back garden?! 

mailto:e.maciejewska@kingswoodhouse.org


KHS Year 9 ‘Making of Modern Britain’ Trip goes VIRTUAL in 2020! 

One of the aspirations for boys in the Lower and Upper Prep divisions of the school is to be in Year 9 and looking 

forward to the legendary, ‘Making of Modern Britain’ trip. It is certainly a fond memory held by those in Year 10 

looking back, and when our Year 11s leave it is often cited as a real highlight. Indeed, Mr Mitchell’s Herculean 

efforts with the organisation and inspiration to run this trip was rewarded back in 2019 as Winner of the ‘Best 

School Trip’ Award and this year was certainly going to be no exception...until March 23rd.and the entire country 

went into lockdown and only ‘essential’ travel was permitted. But this has neither stopped Mr Mitchell in his en-

deavours to try and provide an experience for the Year 9 boys and also, for their efforts in embracing the new dig-

ital and virtual format!  

Here is Mr Mitchell’s account of last week. 

“Usually in mid-May, Year 9 would go on the ‘Making of Modern Britain’ residential trip around the UK. Obviously, 

the actual trip was cancelled, but that did not deter us from putting together a week-long virtual tour of all the 

places that we were supposed to visit. 

Using their iPads and the iTunes U app, the boys in Year 9 ‘travelled’ to various locations each day exploring the 

people, places and events that have created the country we live in today.  Over 350 videos, podcasts and web links 

were used to bring the trip to life, and boys followed a daily schedule completing various tasks.  

A major component of the trip has always been an investigation of modern British values and how they came into 

being. Whilst visiting places, boys found and recorded examples of democracy, liberty, rule of law, tolerance and 

the Kingswood House value of endeavour.  As the week progressed, boys were able to understand and appreciate 

the many people who fought for their rights in Britain and the importance of upholding them today. At the end of 

each day, boys used their iPads to make a video diary and answer a daily dilemma such as ’Should people over 80 

lose the right to vote while 16 year olds be given the right to vote’? 

The normal trip usually involves a 9 mile hike around Kinder Scout in the Peak District to commemorate the mass 

trespass of 1932. Afterwards, the boys’ efforts are rewarded with a chicken tikka masala curry to represent and 

celebrate multiculturalism in Britain today! This year, the boys showed great initiative by creating on their own 

hikes in the Surrey countryside and making their own curries at home—super effort all round. 

By the end of the virtual trip, boys drew up lists of five Britons who, in their opinion, have shaped modern Britain 

significantly in the last 250 years. From this list, they are currently writing biographies on their one chosen person 

which will then be used to make an iMovie to visually explore their choice and rationale.  Lastly, the boys are mak-

ing a 12 track playlist in which all the music/songs must have a connection with the trip; some of the playlists are 

very imaginative as you can see from Jack B’s offering over the page. 

I have been really impressed with the way that Year 9 embraced the week. They showed great maturity in organis-

ing themselves and producing wonderful work. It is a shame, obviously, we could not travel and immerse ourselves 

in all these places for real, but the boys really enjoyed the virtual experience and it has been very satisfying to hear 

such positive comments from parents and boys about the week in general”. Mr Mitchell 

 

Please see over for a selection of great pictures from the boys on their virtual trip... 

 

 



 

Year 9s VIRTUAL ‘Making of Modern Britain’ trip! 



Here is Jack’s 

playlist he 

created so 

all the boys 

could share 

in the expe-

rience on a 

musical level 

as well!  



HOUSE POINT TOTALS SO FAR THIS 

WEEK... 

This week sees just ONE house point 

difference between Nelson and Welling-

ton; however, Drake take the lead with 

270! Marlborough have some work to do 

to push ahead. Remember that every 

house point can make a difference! You 

can receive house points for good effort 

in your work, accurate completion of the 

task or showing the Kingswood House 

Way. So—do keep earning house points 

for your house. Miss Smith  

COMMENDATIONS 

Rory Slater   Alex Hill    Jack Wrigley   Dan Giles    Max Horsting 

Ben Holmes  James Carr (2)  Zayn Jawed    Zachary Bland   Seb Phillips  

Cameron Edwards Hugo Hawksley  Fraser Schmitt  Luis Lochhead  Ryan Lochhead  

Frankie Wintle Ben Scudamore  Torin Arumemi-Ikhide Benji Adams   Byron Miller  

Peter Summers  Jamil Hashemi   Edward Bishop   Zac Willans    Rhys Bishop      

Harrison Wallis  Max Kenna    George Dyson  Daniel Giles (2)  Henry Ruscoe 

Jackson Worth (2) Lauti Yasnikouski  Harry Peters   Kieran Schmitt  Jack Leonard 

Alex Forbes  Sam Atkins   Frankie Larter  Fraser Blyth   Bogdan Podobrigora  

Seojun Lee   Jack Guiney    James Miller  

 

Citizenship Focus—a note from Miss Black  

Dear Parents, 

For the second half of this Summer Term, the subject enrichment focus will be Citizenship. It is important for the boys 

to understand how their actions can have an impact on others and what it means to be a good citizen. During this half 

of term each week will have the following focus: 

Week 1 (1/6/20 - 5/6/20) Citizenship at home 

Week 2 (8/6/20-12/6/20) Online citizenship  

Weeks 3 & 4 (15/6/20 - 26/6/20) Global citizenship 

Weeks 5 & 6 (29/6/20 - 10/7/20) Being a healthy citizen 

During the first week back, the boys have been looking at how to be a good citizen at home, and will be given sugges-

tions for taking part in a range of exciting activities at home with you! For example, making a musical instrument to 

entertain the family; sharing learning and teaching a family member something; cooking for or helping prepare food 

for the family; planning and preparing a quiz or games night for the family; making a small, handmade gift for some-

one; doing a good deed to help out around the house; saying thank you. If your boys participate or you catch them 

being a good citizen please do let me know, or send in any photographs to Miss Black.  

mailto:a.black@kingswoodhouse.org


   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog here 

LOWER PREP 

Year 1 & 2: 

Zayn J (1H) for making a floating boat for Forest School and being awarded a Commendation for this. 

Zachary B (2H) for writing dialogue between Batman and the Villain and he received a Commendation for this too! 

Year 2 class for working so hard and concentrating when working over Teams whilst knowing Year 1 are in school. 

Year 3: 

Fraser S (3M) for his artistic endeavour and being a good citizen at home and making a beast charmer. 

Cameron E (3M) for being a good citizen at home and making ‘found object musical instruments’ to entertain all. 

Frankie W (3M) for bringing music to his home by making an instrument and playing for everyone’s delight. 

Year 4: 

Lucas C (4S) for his fantastic work this week especially in Science, he has shown great interest and super effort!  

Benji A (4L) for excellent work in maths this week. 

Byron M (4L) for his detailed and well presented non-chronological reports on wolves. 

Peter S (4L) for his detailed and well presented non-chronological reports on wolves. 

Jamil H (4L) for another wonderful violin performance during Form Time this week! 

Max K (4L) for creating an accurate bar chart of Year 4's birthdays! 

UPPER PREP 

Year 5: 

Kieran S (5S) for his excellent example showing that through perseverance, creativity and cooperation you achieve your goals. 

Ben S (5S) for being a good citizen at home and creating a desk tidy for his dad out of a recycled box! Clever and practical! 

Hannarah C (5S) for being a good citizen at home and hand-making a gift for his family, also for the presentation of his Maths; every 

piece of work is beautifully laid out. 

Lauti Y (5C) for slotting straight back into online schooling after the half term break—really impressive. 

Jack S (5C) for slotting straight back into online schooling after the half term break—really impressive. 

Dan G (5C) for always one of the first to be ready on Teams for the start of his French lesson lesson and has produced some lovely 

work. 

Jack G (5S) for  his excellent Powerpoint on ladybirds. 

James M (5S) for his in-depth research on frogs. 

Year 6: 

Ollie D (6C)  or his wonderful drawings produced by following illustrator Rob Biddulph online in his tutorials.  

Elliot N (6C) for settling back to school so well this week and being positive and productive in the classroom. Keep up the good 

work! 

Max L (6C)  for settling back to school so well this week and being positive and productive in the classroom. Well done! 

Conor T (6S) for still working very conscientiously, listening, joining in and  asking questions at home. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlowG3rSdYE&feature=youtu.be


 

Continued... 

UPPER PREP 

Year 7: 

James C (7BL) for his work at home being a ‘Good Citizen’ making a Lego frame and for his work in RS; both receive a Commendation. 

Max H (7BA) for his Maths work and receiving a Commendation for it.  

Tedd BA (7BL) for showing endeavour by practising his canoeing techniques and has even conquered a fear of swimming in the sea 

and making a painted pebble as a gift for someone. 

Joe S (7BL) for being a good citizen at home and crafting a beautiful candle in a jar as a gift for someone, very thoughtful. 

Jamie DS (7BL)  for working extremely hard over half term; he has produced lots of work for his teachers! 

Oscar D (7BL), Tedd BA (7Bl), James C (7BL) - These boys have shown a great enthusiasm to take part in the subject enrichment pro-

gram.  

Year 8: 

Antoni M (8L) for being a good citizen at home and gifting his mum a plant with a personalised touch and also for being recognised by 

Mr Laudy as working exceptionally hard and embraced working form home.  

Pete D (8L) for working exceptionally hard and embracing the whole working from home ethos; high quality work, always well pre-

sented; excellent progress.  

 

SENIORS 

Year 9: 

Max MN (9T) for working hard, being happy to share his answers and take part in Science discussions. 

Angelo C (9T) for working hard, being happy to share his answers and take part in Science discussions. 

Ewan W (9T) for working hard, being happy to share his answers and take part in Science discussions. 

Year 10: 

Eddie M (10S) for working very hard in Science—always enthusiastic to share his answers. He has shown great understanding and is 

committed to his work. 

Seojun L (10L) for excellent work in computer science. 

‘Mentions in Dispatches’ and Commendations 

The awards that the staff give out at KHS have never just been 

about academic excellence as our school values embody so much 

more than just results on paper; so...worth a special mention 

here, is James C in 7BL’s photo frame - made for his family out of 

Lego blocks! Miss Black reveals how James is being a good citizen 

with this creativity over the page... 

 



Being a Good Citizen at Home 

For the second half of the Summer Term, Miss Black reminds us that the sub-

ject enrichment focus will be ‘Citizenship’. It is important for the boys to under-

stand how their actions can have an impact on others and what it means to be 

a good citizen. During this past week, some of the remote learning for those at 

home has been exploring the theme of Citizenship at Home; this has included 

optional activities such as making musical instruments, designing games and 

quizzes, making gifts for others and many more. Here is Nathan J (4S) who has 

made a guitar to entertain and amuse his family with; he has decorated his 

guitar well and even has the sunglasses to match! Excellent work, Nathan!  

 

James C in 7BL has also embodied this week’s subject en-

richment theme of being a 'good citizen at home' and has 

produced some fantastic pieces of work! James has spent a 

lot of time and effort making a frame for his family, he has 

produced a clear method for the steps he took to make this 

Lego frame and the result is fantastic.  

James has also helped out at home with the watering and 

tending to plants. Well done, James! 

Fraser S has been work-

ing hard to be a good 

citizen at home this 

week and has made a 

beast charmer! The spe-

cial instrument can be 

used to charm the beast 

Shalgalor, who can be 

seen drawn on the side 

of the instrument!  

Excellent work Fraser, 

very creative! 

Cameron E and Frankie W are bringing music to their 

homes by making musical instruments from objects they 

have found in their houses, what a great way to show-

case their talents and to be a good citizen at home. Well 

done! 

There were many examples sent in showing the boys 

being good citizens at home and thoughtfully making a 

gift for someone—do take a look over the page at their 

ingenuity and creativity and certainly, kindness. From 

painted pebbles and personalised touches on things to a 

desk tidy—fabulous work, boys, all round! Miss Black 



Being a 

‘Good Citizen 

at Home’ 

gifts! 



Animal—stuffed or otherwise—Classification! 

Year 4 have been exploring the topic of animals and their habitats in Science. 

Their task this week was learning about classification keys. The boys were set an 

extra activity to design and try out their own key with some ‘animals’ they had at 

home... Sam A is here proudly displaying his classification key that works with 

these furry friends! Well done, Sam, great independent learning in action.  

Miss Smith 

Geometrocity Explained... 

Miss Roets reveals what the boys in her class have been up 

to over a number of Maths lessons on a project entitled 

‘Geometrocity’.  

Jonty W has completed his 2D colourful version of the 

Shape, Space and Measure elements—see left. He will have 

the opportunity to build his paper design ideas into a 3D city 

over the next few weeks which will be exciting to see it 

grow!  

Emir O completed all 9 of the maps electronically; this is an 

example of his Public Works and Downtown Map—I am 

looking forward to see how Emir decides to link his maps.  

Once we have all the maps together, we will build our own 

city in a collaborative manner, further areas to explore 

would be planning, restrictions, costs and environmental impact. Well done to all the 6S Maths group! Miss Roets 

 

 

Year 4 ‘growing well’! 

Jack in 4S has found some very green fingers indeed during lockdown and has been 

helping his mum sow seedlings and care for tender fruit and veg plants; he has been 

nurturing strawberries, raspberries, potatoes, onions, carrots, courgettes, beetroot 

and beans—that is a lot of watering in the recent hot weather!!  

Jack was lucky enough to enjoy the fruits of his labour by tasting his 

first home-grown strawberry last week. In the garden Jack has shown 

a tremendous amount of endeavour - well done. Perhaps if the crop is 

large enough, Jack could branch out into jam making?! Miss Smith 



Years 1 and 6 boys return to school…! 

The sun was shining and everything in its rightful ‘socially distanced place’ when we were delighted to throw open 

the doors on Monday 1st.June and welcome back some of our Year 1 and Year 6 pupils—it was so lovely to see the 

boys again and hear them chattering and laughing, taking it all in their stride! Here are the Year 1s quickly getting in 

the swing of regular hand washing and enjoying their picnic packed lunch. Mrs Henery 

Lockdown Sport in Year 6! 

As we were leading up to half term, boys in 

6S were quite upset that because of the cur-

rent situation there would not be a sports 

day. In order to try and compensate for this, 

they were given the task of inventing a 

'Lockdown Sport'.  They had to use only re-

sources they had at home, devise a set of 

rules and test out the game. The pictures show Noah S and Joshua MC testing out their inventions in their gardens. 

Well done to all the boys for their efforts. Mme Swift 

Art Notes; Competition Reminder! 

Mrs Maciejewska is always delighted to see all type of creativity from the 

boys and was thrilled to receive notification from the Schmitt brothers of 

their recent artistic endeavours. Both used papier-mâché sculpture and a lot 

of perseverance with the material to shape it how they wanted it; Kieran 

made an ‘Elvis’ microphone, which is of special interest to him ,and Fraser 

made a snake head.  

There is still time—until 22 June - to send all the competition entries to Mrs 

Maciejewska who is 

looking forward to 

receiving more work!  

Fraser S (3M) & 

Kieran S (5S) are an 

excellent example 

showing that through 

perseverance, creativ-

ity and co-operation, 

you will achieve your 

goals.  

 

  

mailto:e.maciejewska@kingswoodhouse.org
mailto:e.maciejewska@kingswoodhouse.org


3M Travelling All Over the World! 

It might be lockdown with a ban on all international travel but this has not stopped Year 3 expanding their horizons! 

They have been working hard on their geography projects which are now all completed; they have been amazing from 

3D city models to power point presentations, posters, a Minecraft design, a flag and even a whole book has been pro-

duced showing all their research and learning. Well done, Year 3, very impressive! Mrs Marskell 

  

Watch This!  

One of our Year 9 pupils, Jack B, was interviewed for a Ross Kemp documentary about living with dementia and its 

effect on families - now scheduled to be shown on ITV NEXT THURSDAY, 11th June @ 7:30pm. Do have a watch! 

Jack was at his erudite best and a great ambassador for KHS on a difficult subject. 



Online Forest School 

The boys in 4L had a fantastic Forest School session this 

week!  They had to design a raft from twigs in the garden 

and the boys rose to the challenge and worked hard to 

create their designs.  They all floated - great job boys! The 

link to the session is here Mrs Lambert 

 

The boys in 4S also thoroughly enjoyed the online Forest School session, if their photos be-

low, are anything to go by! Miss Smith reported back that all cuddly toys survived the experi-

ment without getting wet! 

...and here are the Year 1 boys in school participating 

in the session as well… you can see them busy tying 

together their selected twigs with red wool before 

trying them out in their individual containers to see if 

they float! The boys have the whole playground 

space to themselves and are working very well and 

suitably socially distanced. Mrs Henery 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/yhBuuZDuPMI


Lockdown Memories as the Year 6s Return to the School Site. 

Madame Swift is now facing the prospect of actually seeing some of the boys in 6S as that particular year group are 

welcomed back onto the school site. Here, she reflects on being away from her pupils has meant for her: “Learning 

from home was challenging for the boys but I enjoyed chatting to them each morning and hearing the activities they 

had done the previous day. It became apparent that they all had different opinions on lockdown and enjoyed, or dis-

liked, certain things, quite unique to each of them. With this in mind, I asked each boy to give me one word which 

summed up how they had felt being at home and not seeing their friends. Their responses included the following 

about what lockdown meant to them… curious, worried, family, sunshine, chaotic, boring, roller coaster, sport, 

HELP!  

Obviously some mixed emotions here, but good to 

see them engaged and tackling, with great maturity, 

the challenges they have faced recently.  

They were also asked to create a memory box, the 

photo shows what Theo M would have in his”.  

Madame Swift 

Congratulations! 

A big well done and note of ‘Congratulations’ is due to Ben Holmes in 7BA 

who recently took part, and demonstrated great skill in, Chelsea Football 

Club’s Foundation Soccer School which was run online. Mr Hendry is look-

ing forward to the time when his improved skills can be seen in evidence 

out on the pitch once again… well done, Ben, keep up the good work and 

practise in your garden for now!  

Marching on in Year 5! 

 

Here is Alex in 5S all ready for 

battle! He was tasked with making 

a Roman soldier’s armour as part 

of his History learning and him and 

his mum had great fun using boxes 

to construct the overall shape and 

then spray painting them gold  for 

that authentic Roman look! A great 

result and very creative team work; 

can you spot the yoghurt pots and 

bubble wrap too alongside other 

found, recyclable materials? A 

great eco project too! 



A Moment of Creative Brilliance…! 

To make us all smile—a host of wonderfully drawn characters by Ollie in 6C… enjoy! 

 

Some of Ollie’s inspiration came 

from following online tutorials with 

popular illustrator, Rob Biddulph; 

you can find his website here  

http://www.robbiddulph.com/draw-with-rob


HOUSE POINT TOTALS SO FAR THIS 

WEEK... 

This week’s house points have seen 

some big numbers! Everybody must 

have been working hard! 

Just 13 points lie between Wellington 

and Marlborough, but Nelson top the 

charts with a huge 506 points! Excel-

lent work, everyone, keep going! Miss 

Smith  

Baby Lindley and Baby Celentano have arrived! 

We are delighted to announce that both our ex-

pectant KHS staff mums, Mrs Lindley and Mrs Celen-

tano, are now cuddling their beautiful baby girl and 

boy, respectively! Imogen Faith was born to Mr and 

Mrs Lindley on 3rd June, whilst Baby Celentano still 

awaits his name… We wish both families much hap-

piness and not too many sleepless nights!  

Well done, Jack!  Featured on ITV this week... 

We would like to warmly commend Jack B in 9T for his compo-

sure and eloquence when he was interviewed as part of an ITV 

documentary series, Living With… hosted by Ross Kemp. Kemp 

has been investigating the debilitating condition of dementia, 

particularly early-onset, and spent some time with the family to 

find out more about it. Jack gave a fantastic account, in a very 

sensitive way, of life at home with his dad, older brother and 

mum. We were very proud to see one of our senior boys exem-

plify the KHS values of tolerance and empathy on national tele-

vision.  

Well done, Jack. We all wish your family the best in such difficult circumstances. 

Global Citizenship—a note from Miss Black  

It is very important to think about how being a good citizen can have a wider impact on our 

planet. For the next two weeks (15/6/20 - 26/6/20) it is your turn to take part in the subject 

enrichment program with the theme of being a good ‘global citizen’. Please send photos of 

your work to Miss Black and it may well appear here in the newsletter… 

Have fun, be safe and be a good global citizen! 

 

mailto:a.black@kingswoodhouse.org


   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog here 

 

LOWER PREP 

Year 1 & 2: 

Maye B (1H) for his super musical instrument made from junk; he achieved a Commendation too. 

Jamie C (2H) for playing the drums to his class online; he achieved a Commendation too. 

Year 3: 

Torin A-I (3M) for always being on time and enthusiastic for his lessons. 

Frankie W (3M) improving his art skills over the summer term. 

Luis L (3M) for going above expectations and designing two manuals for Citizenship; one for Teams and the other for a Theme park; 

also for completing all his French work to a high standard. 

Ryan L (3M) for making a ration book this week for his WW2 topic learning and for achieving high standards in his French work. 

Cameron E (3M) for his amazing Teams manual for Citizenship, even with a photo of him holding the manual with a thumbs up! 

Ben S (3M) for an amazing poster illustrating Teams and what it is all about—well understood. 

Fraser S (3M) for his working digitally and designing an olive tree for his garden which he did on Minecraft, also for his French work 

which has all been completed and to a high standard. 

Hugo H (3M) for creating a detailed manual on how to make a book; very informative and unique piece of work! 

Seb P (3M)for his amazing drawing of an armoured  caterpillar. 

Year 4: 

Nathan J (4S) for his new fund sewing skills; he did some machine sewing with adult supervision and then some hand 

sewing and has made a stuffed toy snowman and has named it ‘Snowy’. 

Fraser (4S) for working really hard on learning why food chains are so important and what would happen if something 

was removed from the food chain! He has also learnt the definitions of some technical scientific vocab.                                    

George P (4S) for planning a great biography on Gandhi! 

Lucas C (4S) for working independently when researching Gandhi for his biography. 

Barnaby A (4S) for super work on the computer creating a flow chart linked to our Science topic! 

Edward B (4L) for consistently working hard in maths. 

Harrison W (4L) for excellent batting skills in Mr Laudy's cricket challenge! 

Jamil H (4L) for his musical performances on the violin and piano during 4L form times, he received a Headmaster’s 

Award. 

 

https://youtu.be/8d9z7N7B2IE


 

Continued... 

UPPER PREP 

Year 5: 

Alex W (5S)  for being a hard working young man, not only does he put a lot of effort into his subjects he has also contributed to the 

subject enrichment program of being a good citizen at home. The cuttlefish bone that Alex has decorated makes a wonderful gift and 

he should be very proud of himself; online Endeavour Award. 

William B (5C) for showing his creative side in making a beautiful gift for his mum. It is clear that William thinks about others and has 

shown great endeavour; online Endeavour Award. 

Jack W (5C)  for enthusiasm and contribution shown in RS. 

Jack G (5S) for his hard work in French; a commendation received, also for his work on ‘life cycles’ in Science another commendation. 

Alex W (5S) for his hard work in French; a commendation received.  

Adam G (5S) for always putting his best into every piece of work; he also made some delicious ice cream at home for Citizenship; 

online Endeavour Award. 

Saul S (5S) for being super-organised with his work this week. 

Year 6: 

Arlo S (6F) for being very creative with his ideas for the citizenship subject enrichment, he has used coins to make a picture of his 

mum and dad under a rainbow! What a thoughtful gift, this definitely represents the Kingswood House Way values; online Endeav-

our Award. 

Joseph H (6F) for his consistency and passion in Art; he has also made great progress with his observational drawing—awarded a 

Commendation too.  

Dylan B (6C) for his cheerful, enthusiastic, hard-working nature and contributing his best in every lesson. A huge well done!  

Bailey P (6C) for his cheerful, enthusiastic, hard-working nature and contributing his best in every lesson. A huge well done!  

Emir O (6S) for hard work and effort in English. 

The whole of 6S maths group for being so patient throughout this settling in time back at school. After a rocky start on day one, they 

settled in well and have all delivered work of a good standard, regardless of whether they were at home, Mrs Forbes’s class or in Mrs 

Swift’s class. 

Year 7: 

Matthew M (7BL) for persevering and working hard to grasp Mathematical concepts they found difficult to start with. 

Mikey F (7BA) for persevering and working hard to grasp Mathematical concepts they found difficult to start with. 

Charlie L (7BL) for challenging himself by exploring new concepts after reviewing all the corrections he could make in his Fix Up 5 

James C for (7BL) consistently providing excellent note taking and showing resilience in his endeavour to secure his understanding of 

solving linear equations. 

James C (7BL) for continuing to work hard at home. He puts huge amounts of effort into his work and has taken part in the subject 

enrichment program. James has contributed to life at home and always seems willing to give a helping hand; online Endeavour 

Award. 

Ben Ho (7BL) for participation in the Chelsea Football Foundation course online. 

Gene E (7BL) for being extremely hard working and showing great endeavour and resilience this term.  

Year 8: 

Antoni M (8L) for making a beautiful gift for his mum as part of the citizenship enrichment program and has been working extremely 

hard in his lessons. Antoni has shown resilience and effort, well done for all of your hard work; online Endeavour Award. 

 



 

Continued... 

UPPER PREP continued 

Year 8: 

James G (8L) for his outstanding work ethic. He has shown great perseverance over the last few weeks and produced some excep-

tional work, well done. 

Pete D (8L) for his outstanding work ethic. He has shown great perseverance over the last few weeks and produced some excep-

tional work, well done. 

Marcus G (8L) for consistently delivering Maths work of a very good standard.  

Theo VP (8L) for showing determination this week in challenging himself to become confident in the new tasks we worked at.  

SENIORS 

Year 9: 

Jack B (9T) for achieving full marks when answering two GCSE History questions. A great effort for a pupil just starting the course 

and in Year 9. 

Ewan W (9T) for achieving full marks when answering two GCSE History questions. A great effort for a pupil just starting the course 

and in Year 9; and for his excellent work in Computer Science. 

Max M-N (9T) for his work on 'Macbeth' in English and for some excellent work in Computer Science.  

Danial I (9T) for excellent work in Computer Science. 

Eddie F (9H) for never giving up; always shows determination to improve his understanding, even if it involved multiple tries in his 

Hegarty maths work. 

Year 10: 

Jack L (10L) for willingly answering questions in Science and producing work to a very high standard. It is great to see him working 

so hard towards his GCSEs; also for his cheery morning greeting  at registration—it means a lot to Mrs Roets. 

Freddie H (10L) 10L for his cheerful greetings in the mornings. It sets me up to have a smile for the remainder of the day. 

Hasan J (10L) for putting in a lot of effort into his work; Science is always well presented and detailed. Keep up the good work. 

Theo B (10L) for his fantastic work ethic and attainment in his maths assignments, of late! 

Michael C (10L) for his improved effort in Maths and for ‘going the extra mile’ to seek clarification when he has been unsure, also 

for his excellent work on Algorithmic thinking in Computer Science. 

Seojun L (10L) for his excellent work on Algorithmic thinking in Computer Science. 

Alex H (10L) for his excellent work on Algorithmic thinking in Computer Science. 

Oliver P (10S) for his excellent work on Algorithmic thinking in Computer Science. 

James T (10S) for great discussion; he has completed all set tasks and is not afraid to ask for clarification. 

Eddie M (10S) for his part in discussion sessions; he has completed all the tasks set and will seek clarification if unsure of next steps. 

Online Endeavour Badges  

Miss Black has been so impressed with all the work that has been created in which it reveals examples of our boys 

showing good ‘Citizenship at Home’, that she has decided to award some online Endeavour badges! The following boys 

all receive a badge: 

Congratulations to Antoni M (8L)   James C (7BL)  

   Arlo S (6F)    Alex W (5S)  

   Adam (5S)    William B (5C)  



Citizenship Continues… 

Miss Black is delighted to keep reading about, seeing and receiving examples of our KHS boys be-

ing good citizens at home;  William B (5C) has made this personalised gift for his mum. This is ex-

tremely thoughtful and William has shown he is very talented. Well done, William, your gift looks 

fantastic and you have shown you are a 'good citizen at home'!  

Arlo S (6F) decided to create a family portrait out of old 

coins he found lying around at home! It shows his mum 

and dad underneath a rainbow and certainly brought a 

smile. Good idea Arlo, very effective yet simple too. 

 

Joseph S (8T) decide to bake some rather lovely blueberry 

muffins to share with the family for his citizenship role. 

Great effort Joseph, we wish we were all in your house-

hold right now!! Another contender for the Great British 

Bake Off would be Archie S (7BA) with his giant sized, deli-

cious looking strawberry sponge—yummy; bet that did not 

last long! There was also Adam G (5S) vanilla ice cream 

made for all the family to share. 

 

 

Miss Black has 

been pleased to 

see a number of 

the Lower Prep 

boys being 

good ‘online’ 

citizens as well 

and thinking about digital etiquette and how to 

show a good example to others whilst using 

‘Teams’.  

There were a number of posters and guides creat-

ed for this very purpose which showed how re-

sponsible and such good citizens the boys were 

being whilst sat at their computers.   

Well done, boys, you are truly being excellent role models for 

each other and great citizens! Miss Black 



Creativity Corner! 

Mrs Maciejewska has enjoyed seeing all your creative efforts recently...here are some of them! From vehicles made out 

of found, recyclable objects, even outfits from boxes and packaging, to papier-mâché hot air balloons and animal mod-

els, and not forgetting veggie portraits and still life drawing! It has been a busy time for some. Thank you, boys.  



Year 2 News… 

Year 2 take part in ‘Show and Tell’ every day. This week we were treated to one of the best 

sessions ever as Ebrahim brought his baby cousin to the screen and held him really carefully. 

Each member of Year 2 asked Ebi questions about his cousin which Ebi answered fully. What a 

treat for Year 2, it was delightful to see their interaction! Mrs Henery 

Meanwhile, in a Galaxy Far, Far Away... 

...well in school to be truthful! Year 1 have been making super-

hero costumes with Miss Hylands!  

The boys really enjoyed the practi-

cal and creative session that blend-

ed dressing-up with art skills to 

make an outfit both practical—for 

a superhero—and fun, for the 

boys! Discussion about the NHS 

’super heros’ and being a good 

citizen also featured... Well done, 

everyone, the results look “out of 

this world” too!  

Mrs Henery & Miss Hylands 

 

New Skills on Show! 

Nathan J in 4S has been busy sewing this whilst at home; a new 

skill he has found time to explore and develop! He did some ma-

chine sewing with adult supervision, and then some hand sew-

ing and has made a stuffed toy snowman and has named it 

‘Snowy’. Very impressive—next stop, ‘The Great British Sewing 

Bee’?! Nathan receives a Headmaster’s Award for his endeav-

our. Miss Smith  

Year 8 Science Cuts to the Floral Middle of Things! 

Mr Barratt was very impressed to see Joseph S so focused and working hard on his 

flower dissection; carefully cutting up and labelling each part. Excellent Scientific skills 

and enquiry on show, albeit remotely—physical, practical work is the way forward!  

 Mr Barratt 

 



Dreaming of French Festivals…?! 

Last week, in Their French lesson, Year 5 were asked to research French festivals. France celebrate some festivals 

just as we do in England but it was lovely to see the boys discover those festivals which are unique to France. Alex W 

and Jack G from 5S produced excellent power points and here you can see just one slide from each. A lot of effort 

was undertaken by all boys in this task. Well done!  Madame Swift 

 A Multi-cultural Flavour in Year 4! 

Both our Year 4 classes had a wonderful time learning at home last week when their work took them into their kitch-

ens creating biscuits with a rangoli design as part of their RS study of Hinduism. Rangoli is a type of art that started in 

India; a rangoli design is made up of beautifully coloured patterns that are very detailed and symmetrical. Mrs Lam-

bert feels the evidence she saw of these biscuits looks amazing; sadly, they did not last very long, nor did she get to 

sample any of this great work! Great job, boys! Mrs Lambert 

Miss Smith has put together a collage of all the ’work’ 

evidence she had from her boys doing the task overleaf: 



Look at all this fabulous work in 4S inspired by  studying Rangoli patterns in their RS topic of 

Hinduism. So much fun, hands-on, practical learning here! Well done, boys. Miss Smith 



Online Forest School 

Although the temperature had dropped, these boys in Form 4S were not to 

be deterred in their online Forest School learning session and went out into 

their gardens nevertheless. This week’s task was to build a bug hotel using 

sticks and string to create a dense habitat.  

Judging these pictures 

here, Jay would have 

been very proud of the 

amazing end results and 

the learning that has 

taken place. 

To see the session, look 

here 

 

  

Year 1s Back in School, Back Studying! 

Our Year 1 boys have had a super week back on site, enjoying Mrs Henery’s 

company in the classroom and keeping socially distanced and remembering to 

wash their hands frequently. Alex F in 4S made them some posters for their 

classroom to remind them about it! Thank you Alex, that was a very thoughtful 

gesture. Here they also show us some French work they completed. 

 

 

 

A super-hero ted has come to join the boys and 

Mrs Henery on her board; he flew in from the 

hands of Fraser B in 4S! Super Fraser, he is a re-

ally cheerful character for all to see.  

Mrs Henery 

 

https://youtu.be/-OKh1TziKcA


 Some Good Advice…?! 

Hugo H in 3M recently sent in a 

piece of work to Mrs Marskell that 

comprised his tips and guidance for 

writing a book— 

just wondering if JK Rowling was 

privy to Hugo’s common sense dur-

ing her days as a fledgling writer 

waiting to get published, he does 

make it sound very easy indeed! 

We are particularly impressed with 

tip number 4 and 8!  Maybe all our 

budding authors in school, and out 

there at home, could follow Hugo’s 

excellent advice?! 

‘Shout Out’ Time!! 

One of the boys in Year 3, Torin, whose mum works at Brooklands Radio as a presenter, 

was able to give some air time to the boys with a ‘shout out’ and mention them all by 

name on her programme yesterday! The boys were all thrilled to hear themselves, and 

their school, name-checked for working so hard and getting on with all their home learn-

ing so well. Mrs Marskell, their class teacher, also had her 15 seconds worth of fame!! 

They had a song dedicated to them and it was quite apt, Tina Turner Simply The Best! A 

big ‘Thank You’ to Torin’s mum for making this happen, it was a real boost for the class.  

Quiz Club News 

Well done to George P (4S), Fraser B (4S) and Archie B (6F) for taking 

part in the Tuesday 17th. June Quiz Club general knowledge event, 

and thank you for being happy to share their overall scores with 

us—it is great to see how you got on boys on your first attempts! 

George came 26th and the Blyth team came 19th.  



COMMENDATIONS 

Michael Cleaver  Eddie Monk   Sam Atkins   Alex Forbes       Barnaby Atkins   

Arun Arulchandran  Fraser Blyth   Frankie Larter   Ivan Tutaj (2)   Jack Harvey  

Dylan Newman (2)  Daniel Giles (2)  Harry Leyshon   Krishan Idrees   George Harvey  

Jamil Hashemi   Joseph Huang   Byron Miller   Harrison Wallis  Zac Willans      

Rhys Bishop   Max Kenna   Marcus Glen     Antoni Miernik (2)  Lauti Yasnikouski (2) 

Fraser Schmitt  Cameron Edwards  Seb Phillips   Ryan Lochhead  Luis Lochhead 

Ben Scudamore  Frankie Wintle  Hugo Hawksley  Hugo Davis       Torin Arumemi-Ikhide 

Sam Slaney       Ryan Lunemann      Ollie Savage          Eddie Fisher   Tommy Wood    

Ollie Ward        Alex Hill   Rory Slater   Ali Al-Rubae   Marcus Glen 

Mikey Fitzgibbon  Ben Choy   Ben Hubber   Ted Ramsay    Eusuf Sherif  

Jack Guiney    William Baker   Jeremy Blachman  George Dyson (2)  Hussain Khan 

Henry Ruscoe   Jason Shih   Rex Treadwell  Jackson Worth  Jack Wrigley 

Headline News Once Again! 

Mr Mitchell and our Year 9 boys 

have made headline news with 

their virtual ‘Making of Modern 

Britain’ trip back in May.  

You can read the full article in the 

School Traveller magazine here 

This was the company that 

awarded us winner of ‘My Best 

School Trip’ for the residential 

version that Mr Mitchell usually 

organises and goes on! 

HOUSE POINT TOTALS SO FAR 

THIS WEEK... 

This week’s house points see a 

DRAW between Wellington and 

Nelson! Marlborough have crept 

up to second, but Drake just 

pinch the top spot. Well done to 

all the boys earning valuable 

house points for your team.  

Miss Smith  

https://edition.pagesuite-professional.co.uk/html5/reader/production/default.aspx?pubname=&edid=3e87449a-d59a-474d-a6c0-c5be7bfb73b0&pnum=31


   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog here 

 

LOWER PREP 

Year 1 & 2: 

Ted R (1H) for his independent maths work. 

Eusuf S (2H) for his work on Christopher Columbus.  

 

Year 3: 

Fraser S (3M) for his newspaper article, ‘What Happened At The Beach’ - a great read!  

Ryan L (3M) for his poster on saving the fish from the rubbish in the ocean 

Luis L (3M) for his poster on saving the fish from the rubbish in the ocean 

Seb P (3M) for his newspaper article entitled, ’My Beach Dream’. 

Torin A-I (3M) for his creativity drawing a shield with his initials on it. 

Ben S (3M) for his very original message in a bottle activity that he was going to dig a hole in the garden for and bury it there for 

future discovery! 

Cameron E (3M) for writing a story all about me. 

Hugo H (3M) for his brilliantly crafted letter written imaginatively to his Dad who was fighting in WW2—History topic work. 

Frankie W (3M) for being inventive and original and making a St George’s shield out of cardboard and then painting it carefully 

white and accurately putting the red cross through the middle. 

 

Year 4: 

Byron M (4L) for some great work at home school last week and receiving a Commendation for it. 

Harrison W (4L) for some great work at home school last week and receiving a Commendation for it. 

Zac W (4L) for some great work at home school last week and receiving a Commendation for it. 

Rhys B (4L) for some great work at home school last week and receiving a Commendation for it. 

Max K (4L) for some great work at home school last week and receiving a Commendation for it. 

Arun A (4S) for receiving a Commendation from Miss Smith for some super work recently. 

Alex F (4S) for receiving a Commendation from Miss Smith for some super work recently. 

Barnaby A (4S) for receiving a Commendation from Miss Smith for some super work recently. 

Fraser Blyth (4S) for receiving a Commendation from Miss Smith for some super work recently. 

Frankie Larter (4S) for receiving a Commendation from Miss Smith for some super work recently. 

Sam A (4S) for receiving a Commendation from Miss Smith for some super work recently. 

Jack H (4S) for great contributions on Teams and always smiling. 

 



 

continued... 

UPPER PREP 

Year 5: 

Hussain B (5S) for taking more care with his work and working more independently from home. 

Jack G (5S) for producing some excellent Science research and receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke for his Maths work. 

William B (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Jeremy B (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

George D (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Daniel G (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Hussain K (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Dylan N (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Henry R (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Jason S (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Rex T (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Jackson W (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Jack W (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

Lauti Y (5C) for receiving a Commendation from Mr Clarke. 

 

Year 6: 

Oliver D (6D) for always producing good work in French, and for his powerful cartoon work produced as part of his Geography topic. 

Dylan N (6D) for always producing good work in French. 

Paul B (6S)  for having an excellent approach to learning both at home and in school. 

Conor T (6S) for some great Science Home Working! 

George H (6S) for some great Science Home Working! 

 

Year 7: 

Ben C (7BA) for his excellent contribution to lessons and his fantastic work ethic this term. 

Ben H (7BA) for persevering with his maths and for ‘having a go’ at explaining new concepts learnt this term. 

Henry S (7BL) for his Harry Potter enthusiasm and projects worked on independently in lock down; online Endeavour badge for such 

effort and resilience. 

Charlie L (7BL) for working extremely hard in all of his subjects and always pushing himself to try extension tasks; he is also very 

polite in form time. Also, for going the extra mile in Science! 

Owen C (7BA) for his increased focus in Science written work. 

Max H (7BA) for his increased focus in Science written work. 

Dan P (7BL) for going the extra mile in Science! 

 

 



 

Continued... 

UPPER PREP  

Year 8: 

Ali A-R (8L) for his hard work in Science. 

Oliver K (8L) for his hard work and dedication in Science. 

Chris H (8T) for his continued hard work in Science. 

Joe S (8T) for his continued hard work in Science. 

 

SENIORS 

Year 9: 

Jestico S (9T) for his Intermediate Maths Challenge result—Bronze Award Best in Year 9 

Danial I (9T) for his Intermediate Maths Challenge Bronze Award 

Hugo D (9H) for his dedication in returning his Science work. 

Sam Sl (9H) for his dedication in returning his Science work. 

Owain F (9H) for resilience shown in conquering a topic they have been struggling with in Maths—very impressive.  

Sam Sq (9H) for resilience shown in conquering a topic they have been struggling with in Maths—very impressive. 

Ryan L (9H) for resilience shown in conquering a topic they have been struggling with in Maths—very impressive. 

Cameron A (9H) for resilience shown in conquering a topic they have been struggling with in Maths—very impressive. 

 

Year 10: 

Michael C (10L) for showing resilience and positive attitude to his Maths work and feeding back positively during a TEAMs session 

to the class, also for his excellent English writing—he received a Commendation for this. 

Freddie H (10L) for his excellent work in English. 

Hasan J (10L) for his excellent work in English and also for his Intermediate Maths Challenge result—Silver Award for Best-in-Year & 

Best-in-School. 

Eddie M (10S) for his excellent work in English. 

Matty H (10S) for his excellent work in English and for listening carefully to instructions in Science and always sending his work in on 

time. 

Jack L (10L) for his excellent persuasive writing; special mention and a Commendation too. 

Jazib A (10L) for listening carefully to instructions and producing Science work to a high standard. Keep up the good work Jazib! 

 

Year 11: 

Tom G (11S) for his Intermediate Maths Challenge result—Bronze Award Best in Year 11. 

 

 

 

 



 

Year 3 Work This Week 

Mrs Marskell has been delighted to see how engaged the boys remain online and learning at home; here is a selection of 

the varied tasks and work they have completed this week from solving maths problems to writing newspaper articles, 

designing informative posters and being creative making shields using a range of materials. Well done everyone, keep it 

up! Lots of commendations awarded and ‘Mentions in Mr Murphy’s Dispatches’, thoroughly deserved! Mrs Marskell 

 

  



It’s Got Wings! 

A super piece of junk modelling by Zachary B in 2H; he de-

cided to find some materials he could use at home to 

make a model airplane 

after learning about 

Amelia Earhart.  

A great example of in-

dependent learning in 

lockdown! Mrs Henery 

Descriptive Writing 

Mr March was keen to share with us this fabulous piece 

of descriptive writing he received from Michael C in Year 

10. He was given the picture as a prompt and wrote the 

following. 

 

‘The storm arose like a monster waking from its rest. The 

ominous dark clouds clogged the sky, choking the land of 

any light from the sun. The wind and rain then arrived, 

provoking the waves into a fury which battered the rocks 

remorselessly. Lightning briefly illuminated the land, as if 

God were taking a photograph. The flash was followed by 

a bang; the roaring thunder built up to a booming cre-

scendo as the raging sea attacked the safety of land, 

attempting to climb it, and drag it down under them. 

White foam topped the waves, as the boats were lifted 

and dropped like a child’s toy. 

 

 

Fishermen were rocked and thrown, as the spray showered them with an icy cold, the taste of salt strong in their 

mouths, and stinging their eyes. The rain lashed at their faces, as they tried to find something to hold on to, to keep 

themselves balanced, their stomachs churning. Their calls were drowned out by the wind, as cold gusts chilled their 

soaked skin even further. The boat creaked in pain as it was thrown from side to side, tossed and turned by the 

waves. 

Lightning split the sky, a dagger from heaven to horizon, and the ear-splitting roar of thunder returned in vengeance. 

The wind whistled an ominous tune as the waves continued their relentless onslaught. Fog had stolen the horizon 

from view, but the waves could still be heard crashing onto the jagged rocks of the mainland from far out at sea, in 

stark contrast to the gentle lapping of the waves from previous days. 

Gaps in the clouds began to appear, and the sunbeams of hope started to shine through. Birds resumed singing and 

the air was once again filled with the scents of flowers. 

No matter how large and powerful the storm, there is always a calm period to follow it’. 

A truly great read! Thank you Michael. Mr March 



Being a ‘Good Global Citizen’ 

Miss Black reminds us that our Citizenship theme continues with thoughts and deeds 

linked to being a good GLOBAL citizen. Do email Miss Black any news of what you 

have been doing for this, or send any photos or work in. Thank you. She was pleased 

to receive these design ideas from some Lower Prep boys for a t-shirt that could help 

spread the message ’Save The Planet’; they are very colourful and striking!  

Super effort boys, thank you! Miss Black 

mailto:a.black@kingswoodhouse.org


Cause for a Double Celebration in Year 2! 

Zach B in 2H returned to school and celebrated his birthday all in one day! 

A great cause for celebration—at a social distance of course.  

 

Although sadly this week’s Forest School session 

was put to one side due to the persistent rain, 

the boys in Mrs Henery’s class benefited from a 

Teams session, through the iPad, with Ms Timo-

they. They were reminded about the zones of 

regulation and practised some breathing exer-

cises to help calm anxious little minds and over 

active bodies.  

 

Later in the week the boys also took part in a special Assembly delivered 

by HRH The Duchess of Cambridge to pupils nationally; she spoke about 

how it was ’normal’ to feel frustrated in lockdown and the importance of 

being kind to others at this time. A fabulous start to the day with, ’a real 

live princess’ as someone commented!  Mrs Henery  

Intermediate Maths Challenge Success in 2020! 

The UK Mathematics Trust runs the National Intermediate Mathematical Challenge (IMC) which is a 60-minute, multi-

ple-choice competition aimed at students across the UK (Year 11 and below) The IMC encourages problem solving, 

mathematical reasoning, and fluency in basic mathematical techniques to solve interesting problems. The problems 

on the IMC are designed to make students think. Most are accessible, yet still challenge those with more experience; 

they are also meant to be memorable and enjoyable! Who dare said Maths couldn’t be FUN! A selection of boys in the 

senior school sat the UKMT Intermediate Maths Challenge (IMC) on Thursday 6th February; I am delighted to an-

nounce the following results: 

Silver Award Hasan Jaffri (10L) Best-in-Year & Best-in-School 

Bronze Award Tom Gibson (11S) Best in Year 11 

Bronze Award Jestico Seemampillai Best in Year 9 

Bronze Award Danial Idrees 

 

Well done to all of the boys 

who participated in this 

event and in particular, to 

the boys who have achieved 

the praiseworthy Silver and 

Bronze awards! Here we are 

celebrating our success on 

Teams together... 

Mr Sukhdeo 



Busy Lockdown Learning in Year 4 

Form 4L have been learning some traditional Indian printing skills! Block Printing 

is one of the oldest types of printmaking; traditionally, block printing used 

carved wooden blocks to make repeated prints onto fabric. India has many block 

printers creating traditional designs and we thought we would try to make our 

own versions using cardboard blocks and string rather than wood—the end re-

sults look fantastic! A huge effort by all, very well done boys! Mrs Lambert 

The class also 

took part in a 

'Blue Planet' les-

son to learn about 

plastic pollution 

and how it affects 

our oceans and 

sea life.   

A huge well done 

to the boys who 

created posters to 

send a message to our school community to ' Reduce Reuse Recycle'!   

 

Can you think of ways that 

you can help to fight plastic 

pollution in your own homes? 

Mrs Lambert 



The 4S Plastic  

Protest! 

Year 4 have been learn-

ing about habitats and 

animals.  

This week’s lesson was 

about pollution and the 

impact this has on ani-

mals and their habitats. 

The boys then designed 

their own plastic posters 

to warn people about 

plastic in the seas and 

the harm this is doing!  

An important message 

throughout the posters is 

evident, “Reduce, reuse 

and recycle!”   

Well done boys—a good, 

clear citizenship message 

too coming from you all.  

Miss Smith 

 



Magical Moments in Lockdown! 

Henry S in 7BL has a passion for all things Harry Potter! During lockdown he has been visiting selected locations and re-

creating some of the iconic scenes from the film which is wonderful to have the time to pursue this interest. Henry has 

also been building Hogwarts, Hagrid's hut and the Hogwarts Express train from Lego, the detail in these Lego sculp-

tures is fantastic! During this time Henry has also been organising his collection of wands, figures and books. This truly 

is a magical collection and rewarding to see—thank you for sharing it with us Henry. Henry receives an online Endeav-

our Award for his passion and enthusiasm and commitment. Miss Black 

Powerful Cartooning to Make a Point… 

Mrs Dean was very impressed with these two simple, yet incredibly effective cartoons, that were drawn by Oliver D; 

he has really made the message clear, and to the point, whilst conveying a very strong sentiment. Excellent work.  



The Romans are coming! 

The boys in form 5S were asked to design and build their own Roman armour as part of their History home learning 

and did so fantastically well as you can see from these photos—well done all!  

Illustrating the Scientific Facts! 

A great piece of home learning work by Antoni M in 

7BA; it is very evident that Antoni has concentrated his 

efforts and focus on getting all the parts drawn clearly, 

neatly and labelled correctly.  

To quote Mr Barratt,  

‘A very cool diagram of gaseous exchange. Love the 

yellow blood!’ 

Well done Antoni.  

 



   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog here. 

LOWER PREP 

Year 1 & 2: 

Ted R (1H) for super Neil Armstrong knowledge—a Commendation form Mrs Henery. 

Jamie C (2H) for practising small handwriting—a Commendation from Mrs Henery. 

Eusuf S (2H) a Commendation for his work in French lessons.  

 

Year 3: 

Cameron E (3M) for amazing work in Literacy.   

Fraser S (3M) for amazing work in Maths. 

Hugo H (3M) for amazing work in Maths. 

Frankie W (3M) for amazing work in Maths. 

Ben S (3M) for amazing work in Maths. 

Ryan L (3M) for amazing work in Literacy. 

Luis L (3M) for amazing work in Maths. 

Torin A-I (3M) for amazing work in Maths. 

Seb P (3M) for amazing work in History. 

 

Year 4: 

Fraser B (4S) a Commendation for his work in French lessons from Mme Swift. 

Barnaby A (4S) a Commendation for his work in French lessons from Mme Swift. 

Arun A (4S) a Commendation for his work in French lessons from Mme Swift. 

Sam A (4S) a Commendation for his work in French lessons from Mme Swift. 

Alex F (4S) a Commendation for his work in French lessons from Mme Swift. 

Lucas C (4S) a Commendation for his work in French lessons from Mme Swift. 

George P (4S) a Commendation for his work in French lessons from Mme Swift. 

Harrison W (4L) a Commendation for his work in French lessons from Mme Swift. 

Peter Summers (4L) for being a great addition to KHS and fitting in so well in the classroom for the first time since he joined us at 

the beginning of the Summer term in lockdown; the rest of 4L have loved meeting him in person for the first time! 

Benji A (4L) for writing an excellent autobiography for his new Year 5 teacher! 

Edward B (4L) for writing an excellent autobiography for his new Year 5 teacher! 

George P (4S) for engaging with his classmates and joining in class discussions in school. 

 

 



 

continued... 

 

UPPER PREP 

Year 5: 

George D (5C) for showing great effort in French whilst still working from home.  

 

Year 6: 

Oliver D (6C) for making an ‘Endeavour’ book about all he has been doing in lockdown and how it reflects the school values. He has 

been awarded an 'E' online Endeavour badge for all of his hard work and understanding of the Kingswood house way.  

Otis E (6F) for showing endeavour through his contributions to French lessons while still working on Teams and for always com-

pleting and handing in work. 

 

Year 7: 

James C (7BL) for being a good global citizen; he has been both charitable and caring; a Commendation awarded too from Miss 

Black. 

Daniel P (7BL) for showing excellent endeavour and an excellent attitude to learning and for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual 

Trip to France!  

Alex H (7BL) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

Charlie L (7BL) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

Rory S (7BL) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

Ivan T (7BL) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

Jack C (7BA) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

Ben C (7BA) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

Zachary F (7BA) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

Ben Ho (7BA) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

Bogdan P (7BA) for excellent work on the Year 7 Virtual Trip to France. 

 

Year 8: 

Will H (8T) for his work in RS and Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Joseph S (8T) for his work in RS and Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Hadi Y (8T) for his work in RS and Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Theo V-P (8L) for his work in RS and Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Ted R (8L) for his work in RS—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Antoni M (8L) for his work in RS and Classics - a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

 

 



 

 

SENIORS 

Year 9: 

Ed B (9T) for his work in Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Angelo C (9T) for his work in Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Milo R (9T) for his work in Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Jestico S (9T) for his work in Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Ewan W (9T) for his work in Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Hugo D (9T) for his work in Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

Joe O (9T) for his work in Classics—a Commendation from Mrs Weston. 

 

Year 10: 

James T (10S) for always asking questions if he is unsure in Science, he is a very hard worker and for consistently hard work in 

French. 

Hasan J (10L) for consistently hard work in French. 

Jack L (10L) for consistently hard work in French. 

Theo B (10L) for his work on poetry in English. 

Inspired by Mr Murphy’s 

weekly film some boys in Year 

5 were keen to film them-

selves, under the guidance of 

Miss Smith, revealing all the 

house point news. You can see 

their film here so take it away 

boys, over to you…! 

Thank you for your enthusias-

tic contribution.   

Miss Smith  

Birthday Modelling Busy! 

A bumper birthday bonanza of modelling sets has enabled Matthew 

in form 7BL to get creative and fill his spare time building a range of 

planes, tanks and other vehicles. Very impressive, Matthew—hope 

you have some more to do in the summer holidays as well? They 

look fantastic and have obviously been very carefully done!  

Miss Black  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1SQZrjymq4&feature=youtu.be


COMMENDATIONS 

Bailey Partridge   Hussain Khan  George Dyson  Fraser Blythe    Barnaby Atkins (2) 

Arun Arulchandran  Sam Atkins (2)  Alex Forbes (2)  Lucas Christie (2)   George Prichard 

Harrison Wallis   Eusuf Sheriff    William Haverson   Jayden Eddy   Ted Ramsay  

Jamie Chatfield   Jack Beckman  Ed Bolton (2)  Angelo Cooper (2)  Ewan Walker (2) 

Jestico Seemampillai (2) Eddie Monk   Oliver Phillips  Arad Razavandi (2) Jazib Ahmad (2) 

Theo Burn (2)  Hasan Jaffri (2)  Jack Leonard (2)  Seojun Lee   Toby Reed (2) 

Frankie Larter  Milo Russell   Hugo Davis   Joe Offen   Will Hamilton 

Joseph Seager  Hadi Yousaf   Ted Reece     Antoni Miernik (2)   Cameron Edwards 

Fraser Schmitt  Hugo Hawksley  Seb Phillips   Luis Lochhead  Ryan Lochhead 

Frankie Wintle  Torin Arumemi-Ikhide Ben Scudamore  Dylan Newman  Enzo Reed (2) 

Paul Barrow (2)  Theo Jenkins  Krishan Idrees  Christos Louka  Josh McCrosson 

Emir Ozderici (2)  Noah Seager   Conor Towers  Jonty Ward (2)  Lukas Cressy 

Ted Bunyer-Ames  James Carr (2)  Alex Hill    Charlie Leonard (2) Matthew Mullin(2) 

Daniel Pepper  Henry Sweetman  Ivan Tutaj   Oliver Ward   Tommy Wood 

Ali Al-Rubaie  Folu Ayeni   James Giles   Marcus Glen (2)  Nicholas Hill  

Alex Hone   Oliver Kennard  Alfred Lewis   Ted Reece   Edward Fisher 

Ryan Lunemann  Sam Squire   James Totham (2)  Michael Cleaver  Harri Griffiths 

Freddie Harrison  Alex Homewood  Theo Venzelaar-Pelly (3) 

 

Keeping their Cool! 

‘Commendations are cool’ and so are these boys in 

Year 1 and 2… learning about capacity and volume is 

a very ‘cool’ activity in the shade when using a range 

of different sized containers and a jug of water! A 

well-placed activity Mrs Henery on the hottest day of 

the year so far this week... 



Virtual French Trip for our Year 7s! 

Sadly for Madame Taylor she should have been ‘sur le continent’ this week with our Year 7 boys on the French trip… but 

that has not stopped her introducing highlights of the French trip, the culture, area and visits they would have made to 

the boys in their online lessons. In their first lesson they looked at the Nausicaa Sealife Centre in Boulogne and the sea-

side town of Le Touquet where they would have stayed; Bagatelle theme park and the underground city of Naours are 

further highlights of the week. The boys have worked hard researching different facts, producing posters—some even 

working in French for the task—and trying to understand something about the country and culture from their desks firm-

ly, and sadly, placed in Surrey. Perhaps when travel restrictions are lifted the boys could even visit with their families? 

Mme Taylor  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Growing Up, Up, Up! 

It seems both James W in Year 1 and his 

sunflower are growing in lockdown! James 

has been looking after his sun flower plant 

that he grew from seed at school and it is 

certainly flourishing and reaching for the 

sky.  

Mrs Henery 

Anyone Hungry? 

Archie S in 7BA demonstrated how to be a 

good citizen at home when he prepared and 

cooked from scratch this delicious dinner of 

Chicken Chow Mein with green beans for his 

family. Well done Archie. Mr Barrat 

 

   

Forest School 

This week the boys were able to get outside, at home and in school, and have a go 

‘Weaving with Nature’! They first attempted to construct a frame shape from four 

sticks bound together. This then became a natural weaving frame on which they 

could run horizontal and vertical grasses and leaves and weave between them a 

very mindful and satisfying activity, well done boys! Here is the link. 

Global Citizenship Continues... 

James C in 7BL bought a tea set from 

Barnardo's charity shop and has con-

verted it into a place for the birds in his 

garden to sit and to enjoy a water bath! 

This is extremely thoughtful and not 

only does it look amazing but it is also 

helping people and animals in need. 

James has been awarded a commenda-

tion for this—well done! Miss Black 

https://youtu.be/YQdgjYjefIg


 

Year 4 en Francais 

Year 4 have been learning about the names for seasons and different weather types in their French lessons this week. 

They were asked to make some flashcards with weather words and corresponding pictures, they then had to play a 

picture pairs game to see if they could say the correct weather term. Here are Arun A, Fraser B and Lucas C from 

4S enjoying and successfully completing the game—well done boys, good active learning. Madame Swift 

Zoom! 

The boys in Year 1 & 2 followed instructions to draw their own rockets! They had to think about 

their shapes and how they would these imaginatively; they also had to all include certain set 

elements like fire from the boosters and a planet nearby. They enjoyed the challenge and it was 

a delight to see them so fired up over the task.  

Mrs Henery 

Form 3M Working Hard! 

This week the boys have been learning about right angles and parallel lines in Maths. In 

Literacy they had to draw an accurate picture of the den that was described in the story 

they had read...lots of super work being done!  

The boys also enjoyed getting their hands in the cool earth 

with the task of planting 

marigold seeds—lots of wa-

tering to do as well in this 

hot weather!  

Mrs Marskell 



Art Surprises! 

Here are Year 4 in school doing their Art. They looked at Henry Rousseau’s dramatic image of ‘A Tiger in a Tropical 

Storm, Surprised’ (1891) and thought about what it showed and what it might mean. Its context is very interesting as 

the artist never left Paris, or visited a tropical jungle, or saw a real life animal like the one he painted, he simply drew  

and painted from his mind and the collections of plants and taxidermy specimens he saw in the Jardin des Plantes. As 

an audience we cannot see what the tiger is about to pounce on…! The boys drew a tiger and then went outside to 

collect grass, leaves and twigs to create the background. The boys worked so hard to respond to Henry’s artwork but 

also make it their own—very impressive! Miss Smith 



 

 

 

03 July 2020 

 

Dear Parents 

I am very excited to introduce our:  Grandparent Special Newsletter! 

As a child, my sister and I were fortunate to have four active grandparents who fulfilled the classic stereotype of kindness,  

laughter and love. When you are blessed with a strong family unit, the natural thing to do is take it for granted – and it was 

not until many years later that we realised some other girls and boys were not so lucky. A pen-picture of them is below, very 

stream of consciousness, but it is hard to write it in any other way; they are wonderful memories of wonderful folk. So, here 

goes... 

Looking back with an adult’s sense of perspective, I can see now that my two sets of grandparents were quite different. On 

my mother’s side, my grandparents were hearty Devonian stock, born of the dairy farm and the sea. They were comfortably 

off and lived in the most fabulous detached house in several acres of private land. We used to spend every Christmas there 

and it was truly idyllic. Grandma was from a well-to-do family, older than my grandpa by a couple of years and she never let 

him forget it – but he needed keeping in check, being a larger than life character who swaggered about the county with 

mock-bluster attending Rotary and Conservative events with gusto. His nickname was the King of Devon.  

Grandma’s favourite story was about grandpa laying siege to her house until she accepted his proposal of marriage. I always 

wondered why she took so long to make her mind up but eventually discovered that she had another suitor – and more than 

one offer on the table! She must have been quite a catch. I also recall that Grandpa used to only ever buy British cars until 

he became so exasperated with one of his many Rovers breaking down that he switched overnight to Japanese Nissans and 

never looked back. As a proud veteran of World War Two, that must have split him asunder.  

Grandpa was one of those people who signed up to go to war on the very first day. He started out as a lowly private and 

ended up as a Major. One of the only times I ever saw him express a sense of resentment was when he described being 

passed over for promotion to the highest ranks because he did not go to the ‘right school’. He was a farm-lad made good, 

who used to walk a ten mile round trip to attend class every day, and thanks to his charisma and determination he made the 

best of his lot. But he never forgot that burning sense of injustice and made sure that his own children could not be 

discriminated against in the same way. When I was undertaking a history project as a teenager about the rise of Fascism, I 

tried to talk to him about his experience of the war but like so many of his generation, he preferred to keep those dark times 

safely hidden away.  

However, Grandma told me about a ‘secret box’ containing souvenirs from his time in the Royal Signals Corps; it was only 

after his death in 2005 that I was able to finally look inside… there were numerous medals, several mentions in dispatches 

for bravery – and a gun with live ammunition. The man was a hero. 

There were not too many things in common between the grandparents on my mother’s side and those on my father’s side. 

However, one was definitely an unadulterated commitment to family values and another was an enormous sense of 

parochial loyalty to Devon and Yorkshire respectively. My father grew up in Headingley, Leeds, in a terraced, Victorian house 

that I sought out on a recent visit to the city. It is now quite a vibrant student area but in those days it was extremely poor 

and quite reminiscent of those black and white urban photographs you sometimes see of small children kicking a football 

about on a cobbled street with washing lines in the backdrop. Prospects in life were significantly defined by the 11+ 

examination and my father was the first in the family to attend grammar school and then university. Ironically, this was 

viewed with great suspicion at the time!  

 



My grandparents were staunch Methodists, directly connected via their own forebears to the origins of the Wesleyan church, 

and both came from large families. Grandpa, for example, was the youngest of eight siblings. He was a handy cricketer, playing 

for Yorkshire as a youth, and one of my greatest sporting moments was taking my first adult league wicket as a schoolboy with 

him watching on from behind the bowler’s arm: “That were a corker, lad!” he said proudly. During the war, Grandpa enlisted 

with the Royal Medical Corps and thanks to seeing his handwritten diary some fifty years later, I was astonished to learn that 

he was in the frontline of Allied troops who liberated the infamous Bergen-Belsen concentration camp in April 1945. The har-

rowing images he must have seen that day are best not imagined. Both grandma and grandpa were incredibly humble and un-

assuming. However, for intelligent individuals, they were remarkably irrational. They never boarded an aeroplane and were 

reluctant travellers. On the single occasion I remember being in a car with them, they got confused at a roundabout and we 

ended up driving the wrong way down the motorway - so it was probably best for everyone else’s safety that they seldom ven-

tured anywhere.  

 

They met at Sunday School, in a Methodist Band, as childhood sweethearts and spent their entire lives together. Grandma, 

especially, had a wealth of talent and could have thrived in her own right in a more recent era. Demure and shy, she played the 

piano, painted and loved poetry. She could still recite long epics that she had learned by heart as a child well past her ninetieth 

birthday! In the last year of her life, Grandma was still volunteering to help with pensioners’ lunches at her church. When it 

was gently pointed out to her that as the eldest member of the congregation it might be time for someone to reciprocate, she 

steadfastly refused to countenance it. A most remarkable lady, she simply believed that she was born to serve. 

  

I owe my grandparents an enormous debt of gratitude for the care and love that was bestowed upon me in my formative 

years. In their own way, each has had a life-long influence upon me in terms of the person I have become, the way I want to 

raise my own children, and, in the core values I wish to instil in other people’s children as an educator. Ultimately, being a 

grandparent is great fun but also a great responsibility - and if wielded with the right balance of affection and guidance, the 

benefits can be profound. 

  

A big thank you to all who have contributed to this edition and especially to Amanda Earl for compiling it into such a lovely me-

mento. I hope you enjoy it! 

  

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

Duncan Murphy 

Headmaster 

 

 



Form 1H & 2H shared some photos of their grandparents in a ‘Show & Tell’ and wrote about them and drew some de-

lightful pictures in class... 

 

 

“My grandparents are polite… When I see my grandparents I feel happy… I love my grandparents… My grandparents are good 

at hiding eggs at Easter… I love my grandparents because they love me… My grandparents are sweet and lovely…  My grand-

parents are amazing and talk to me a lot… My grandparents are hard working… They play the ‘Shopping List’ game (and ‘Eye 

Spy’ and ‘Snakes & Ladders’!) … My grandparents are good and very nice…” 



Form 3M had lots to say about their Grandparents and extended family… 

Mrs Marskell has really enjoyed her discussion with the boys and all they shared with her including memories of an 

Scottish granny and grandad as well as a Nigerian grandma and grandpa; there is even an ‘Oma and Opa’ in one family. 

Lots of family meals were mentioned, alongside traditional Christmas celebrations in Wales and elsewhere. Happy holi-

days on the beach, days out and even a jaunt in a Spitfire which grandad flew for his 80th birthday five years ago!  

 

 

 

The last word from 

3M must go to this 

special grandpar-

ent and their sense 

of inclusion and being part of the KHS wider community... 

“I’m a grandparent that lives alone with my dog Dudley. The highlight of 

my week was to collect Fraser and his brother Kieran from school. During 

lockdown I have missed so much….my Tuesday afternoon school run when 

Fraser would always greet me with his beaming smile asking ‘Grandma do 

you have any food?’ ...supervising Speedy Maths...listening to him read-

ing...seeing him stroking Dudley while chilling out watching TV at my 

house...the big hug of thank you for collecting him from school. Fraser is 

now part of my family support bubble which is wonderful, but I am really 

looking forward to returning to Kingswood House in the not too distant 

future.” 

A storyboard showing a trip to see Nana… 

“I’m going to explode (with excitement in the 

car) Please don’t! ...The Glorious Nana Pie.” 



 

Form 4L wanted to share 

these pictures and  

memories about their 

Grandparents and      

extended family… 

“One of my Grannies 

cooks delicious cookies; 

my other Granny is very 

generous!” 

“My grandparents always bring me chocolates and they take me to 

the beach and the theatre!”                     

My  family… 

Celebration time!            

“One of my Grandpas is a military knight and the 

other was a policeman. It was lovely to spend time 

with them during lockdown! Here we are enjoying a 

treat at Garson’s Restaurant before lockdown.” 

 

“My grandparents are always kind 

and sometimes we go on train 

trips together. They also took me 

to see Matilda in London! Here we 

are at a theme park.” 

“When we visit my grandparents in Devon, 

they take us to lots of waterparks!  I also 

love to look at my other Gran’s war medals!  

This photo is when we were out 

spotting Christmas lights in our 

neighbourhood and we were 

shining light on the road for my 

Gran to see any potholes as she 

was wearing heels!”  



Form 4S wanted to combine their ideas and stories, along with a few shared pictures…  

“They’re fun and take me to nice places; They feed me! They always take me out and play new games with me; 

They live far away and when I see them, they take me to the beach; In their house, pudding comes FIRST!! I like 

being in her (my gran’s) bubble; My grandparents make the best cheese sandwiches! I miss going on holiday to 

Oman with them…”  

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

“My Grandparents” 

“Grandpa” 

“First cuddles post lock-

down when ‘bubbles’ 

could join together...!!!” 

Here we are in 

the Bahamas near 

a manta-ray.   

We often go on 

holiday together 

to unusual places. 

I love sharing 

these experiences 

with my family”. 

“My Grandparents” 

“With my Nanny and Opa in France a few years ago; we really get on 

well with them and have lots of fun playing games together!” 

“I live with my 

Grandma so I get 

to see her every 

day. She is very 

kind to me.  



Form 5C had this to say about their Grandparents and extended family… 

 

 

On holidays… 

A great time all sailing a flotilla across The Med. 

An amazing time with grandparents in Portugal. 

Travelling to Grand Canaria; they all enjoyed a lovely walk by the turquoise sea 

together. 

Staying at the family cottage in Wales. 

About meal times... 

It’s always pancakes when visiting grandparents! 

Rice, peas and chicken in a garlic sauce is one grandma’s 

speciality dish. 

Special Christmas cupcakes get baked all the way over in 

Australia! 

It has to be cod and chips with the grandparents. 

Special times spent together and hopes for the future... 

Not long left to wait as this weekend is the first get together since lock-

down started—lots of hugs all round! 

Other ‘family bubbles; are coming together as lockdown restrictions are 

easing.  

Movie night on Friday when Grandmother comes over from Sweden. 

Visiting Grandparents in Argentina where it is hot and they have a great 

swimming pool! 

Remembering outings in Grandpa’s sports car – it was green and yellow 

and went like lightning fast— unfortunately it is not in the family any 

more. 

Sleepovers and stays for a week with Grandma near Leicester; she makes 

the best Lasagne! 

Day trips and visits to see grandparents in Guildford and Bournemouth. 

Finding out about Grandpa’s time and service in the RAF. 

Living all around the world in… 

Argentina  Australia 

South Africa   

Sweden  the UK  

Taiwan             

Canada 



Form 5S wrote at length about their Grandparents and extended family… 

“I went to Brazil 2 years 

ago—where my Nan is 

from– We went snorkel-

ling with hundreds of 

tropical fish...it was 

amazing!”  

“A special memory I have is when we went 

to Disneyland Paris with my grandparents 

and cousins to celebrate my granddad’s 80th 

birthday! My grandparents mean a lot to me 

because they are kind to me and play with 

me when they come over. At my grandpar-

ents’ house there is a big garden and a shed 

full of toys.  

I miss my grand-

parents in lock-

down and I am 

going to play with 

them and talk 

with them as soon 

as lockdown is over and I can!” 

My special time with my Grandparents…  

“One time, my grandparents took my sister and I 

to a wolf sanctuary. When we got there, we 

went to a balcony and saw the most amazing 

thing - the  wolves eating! When we looked 

around, we saw black, white and grey wolves 

alongside barn animals. There were statues of 

wolves and other animals too...I will never forget 

this day!” 

I am very lucky because I have 4 grandparents who I get to see often. On Dad’s 

side—Grandma and Grandpa -who are so nice. They live in Southampton. They 

love to take us on walks with their dog Olly and have sleepovers.  

They have a big garden which I love 

playing in, sometimes my Grandpa 

lets me drive the sit on lawn mower 

which is fun!   

My Grandparents 

on my mum’s 

side—Nanny and 

Grandad – live on 

The Isle of Wight, 

most holidays we 

visit them. My 

Grandad takes 

me to a very cool 

Go Karting place 

because he loves 

motor racing!  

It’s so much fun.  

My grandparents are Oma and Opa; during lock-

down I have been able to speak to them about their 

tortoises Titus and Vicky—they got them for my 

mum when she was 4 years old and still have one of 

them. Titus is very cheeky and often escapes so 

Opa had to build a fence that is extra high; Vicky 

was not very active when she was alive. Sadly, due 

to climate change and the weather getting more 

unpredictable, Titus is getting confused and is only 

eating when it is hot, not cold. During one lockdown 

phone-call Titus did a poo on Oma’s trousers! I can’t 

wait to go and see my Om and Opa again and of 

course, Titus! 



More memories from 5S about their Grandparents and extended family… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With my Grandparents I really enjoy…  

(1 going on walks 

(2 talking about cars and science 

(3 going camping 

(4 trips to the beach. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My favourite memory was when gramps catapulted 

me into the air. When lockdown is over I will go Go-

Karting with gramps!  

 

My nana and grandad live in Ireland, when we visit 

we take the ferry from Holyhead to Dublin leaving 

late at night.  When you arrive in Dublin, it takes 

one hour’s drive to get to Roundwood in Wicklow.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

They have two energetic dogs—Charlie who is a 

Border Collie and Willow, who is a Rough Collie. At 

dinner I was allowed a diet coke and so was my 

sister and cousins. We all got chicken and chips, 

yum!  

Memories of my Colombian grandparents... 

At my grandparents’ farm in Colombia, I have a bril-

liant time because I relax and sit in the hammock or I 

can play with my cousins. My grandparents breed 

chickens, fish and pigs, there is also fruit on trees which 

we can eat—guavas are my favourite. I stay in their 

house in Sincelejo, ‘Magic House’ is what my dad calls it 

because it can fit at least 15 people in. 

Memories of my German grandparents... 

In Germany, my Granddad died at home two 

years ago holding my grandmother’s hand. 

The family were very sad because it was not 

time for him to go. Their house is big with three 

floors and a basement with a lot of ginormous 

pictures everywhere! My grandma is a very 

good chess player, so I can play chess with her 

when I visit or online.  

This is a photo of me, my brothers and my grandparents at a lake in Datong 

near Beijing in China; it was taken last summer and is near where they live. A 

special memory I have is with my Grandma at the Great Wall of China. We had 

got up early in the morning to see it. To get up to the Wall we went on a chair-

lift about 50m in the air. I loved it then to get down we went on a toboggan 

slide; my Grandma didn’t as she was too scared! I miss most the nice places 

they take me to. 



Form 6C had this to say about their Grandparents and extended family… 

 

 

I have very special memories of my grandpa. He 

lives in Greece and owns a yard full of tractors 

and friendly guard dogs.as well as an entire farm 

of olive trees! I remember the time when I learnt 

to drive a forklift. I was only about 6 so it was 

really special and exciting! Now he owns two 

puppies. I talk to my grandpa on the phone be-

cause of covid-19. One of the puppies has grown 

really big! I can’t wait until I go back to Greece 

again and see my grandpa and the dogs at his 

yard. 

A good memory of me and my grandparents 

is when I went to Seaford with them and we 

were walking along the promenade on to the 

beach—it was really fun! I used to go to their 

house before lockdown but now I haven’t 

seen them for a while sadly.. 

I have lots of special memories of my Grandpar-

ents. When I was five years old I used to walk in 

the woods and around the golf course and my 

grandpa would tell me about all the types of 

birds and wildlife we saw. My Grandpa is excel-

lent at golf and card games and he makes us 

laugh with his terrible jokes! He is great at 

making things such as a train from wood and 

a bird box for our garden. My Nana is great at 

art and particularly good at oil painting; she 

even has own Art studio full of paints and 

brushes. I love the time Nana and I spend to-

gether in her art studio because she teaches me 

some of her art tips. When we go out to restau-

rants for dinner and I get to eat all the things 

mum and dad usually don’t let me have!! 



Form 6F were able to share these memories about their Grandparents and extended family… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Here is my Nanny and Opa. They are very 

kind and take us out to places. They live 

near us so we can visit them lots when we 

are not in lockdown. They have bought us 

games to play during lockdown.” 

“My grandparents are the best people in the world. They 

would do anything for me and make me smile every day. 

They take me anywhere and buy me anything. My great aunt 

always gets me the best presents. She knows I love planes so 

she gets me books and models. I love my great aunt.”  

“My Nan was a very nice lady and she was the one 

that made me a heavy boy.  

 

 

 

She is the reason I got into football and she was the 

best person I could have had as a grandparent.” 

“I love my grandparents. 

My mom’s mom took care of me since I was a baby and when my 

mom went to work, she would always drop me at Grandma’s 

house.” 



Form 6S had this to say about their Grandparents and extended family… 

The boys in 6S discussed with Madame Swift what their 

grandparents collectively meant to them and they came up 

with some wonderful word associations including… 

food, great, spoilt, old, caring, 

fun, kind, friendly, experienced. 

 

The following food was largely associated with them too… 

Christmas dinner, BBQ, pizza, 

jam, cake, shepherd's pie, rice, 

curry, cups of tea! 

 

It seems our boys enjoy lots of trips to see grandparents who 

live all round the world including... 

India, Greece, Cyprus, Turkey, 

Wales, Germany, South Africa, 

Malaysia, Pakistan. 

 

 

 

A socially distanced, lockdown cream tea 

birthday party for Granny in her front garden!  

“I have a lovely memory of spending the Easter holidays 

in Cyprus with my paternal grandmother; in Cyprus the 

word for grandmother is spelt 'gia', pronounced 'yaya'.“ 

 

During the recent lovely weather, 

maternal Grannie came round for a 

socially distanced BBQ; she lives 

quite far away, so this was a special 

treat. 



Form 7BA shared these thoughts and memories about their Grandparents and extended family… 

“On Father's Day I went to my Grandparent's house for dinner and I had a great time. 

We spent lots of time talking about what has happened recently and how we are coping 

during lockdown.” 

“A message to my grandparents in lock-

down...You have always taken care of me and 

given me joy when I have come to visit you. 

For now, I am remembering every time, since 

I was a baby, when I visited; you give me joy 

and laughter. You also try to help whenever 

you can, even if you can’t. These are just a 

few reasons why I love you. All I have to say 

is, stay safe, till we meet again…” 

 

“My Grandparents are—a big warm welcoming kitchen, cooking yummy food, cake and biscuits, lots of chatting!” 

 

 

 

 

“My grandparents mean the world to me, by helping me and 

my family through this tough time. If you are ever sad, they 

will put a big smile on your face.” 

“I’ve really missed my Aunty Sally and Uncle Graham because they 

have a lot of land and they own New Zealand Maori pigs. When I go 

over there, the pigs are really happy to see me because I give them 

extra food and I play with them and take them for walks on a lead.” 

 

After lockdown I am 

hoping to give my 

grandma a big hug, 

bake a cake, and do 

things like going to 

the park, go do her gro-

cery shopping and buy 

some snacks for movie 

night and stayover - 

plus have some quality 

time for catching up on 

What I miss about my grandparents are their 

warm smiles, their long hugs but most of all, 

their amazing cooking. One thing I did today 

was that I sent them a text on my phone—it 

might not be a lot but it is the best thing I can 

My grandparents mean the world to me there is 

nothing in the world I would not do for them. 

At my Grandparents house, I will always remember 

the famous delicious smell of Nani’s amazing choco-

late cakes, they are to die for! I don’t know how she 

makes them, but they’re really good. If I could hire 

her as my personal chef, I would! I will never forget 

the way Pops was sitting on the couch or working on 

some cool tech stuff in the garage. My Granddad is 

incredibly clever. I only wish I could grow up to be 

just like him! Oh and best time ever is when I go to 

their home for a sleepover and they have planned a 

chocolate cake binge and a bonfire. Popa is very 

clever because he somehow manages to start a bon-

fire and keep it going without burning the tree 

down! 

...and when grandparents are not around in lockdown, the next best thing…?!  

“My dog is one of the many 

things that has helped me 

through lockdown. She is the 

reason we go on daily walks. 

When we get back, she will 

cuddle with me on the sofa.” 

“My kitten has been amazing 

and always comes to me when 

I am down.”  



More thoughts from our Year 7 boys... 

“I used to go to my granddad’s flat when my mum had to go to work; we would watch TV or go down to the 

local pub to have a drink, obviously I would just have a coke or something like that. He always had a pizza 

and a chocolate bar in his flat for when I needed to go there. My grandad’s flat is completely not what you 

would expect! Every corner of his flat he has painted black because he loves black that much?! His balcony 

is covered in plants and it is also black –his flat is so cool honestly I wish I could show you!   

 

My grandad is more than just a grandad to me, he is my friend as well. We have spent so many days with each other and shared a 

ton of laughs, so to me he is like a best friend not just any old family member; and I hugely respect him because he staying strong 

despite the cancer, and is only getting better. I miss seeing my grandad happy—he has no one to talk to at his flat because everyone 

else is in a care home or has to be quarantined for protection, but when ever we do go over to see him, he smiles and is happy. When 

lockdown is over I want to be able to give my grandad a big hug in an effort to cheer him up and to show that I missed him. Recently 

my family and me had grandad over for a little BBQ at ours because he loves my dad’s cooking and that’s the perfect thing to do with 

him. He loved all of the food and I helped doing the wedges and everyone loved them—my grandad most of all. It was very hard 

keeping 2 meters apart when he was right in front of me, I just wanted to give him a hug, but I couldn’t because it would put  him in 

danger, so I gave him an air hug. That has to do for now.”  

My Grandparents—a poem! 

When I think of my Grandparents, they spring to mind,  

I think of fun all the time. 

With Buzz Lightyear on my third birthday given by tall and small, 

Next crabbing in Norfolk and dunking in the sea, 

All before dunking biscuits in tea. 

Next dementia with nanny, 

And not to mention the baby powder... 

Nanny I’m nearly ten! 

Now every week we visit, and they are there to welcome us. 

 

 

 

“A drawing of my Grandpa’s 

house—a great place!” 

“Here is the boat my Grampa 

went on in the war” 



Year 8 boys decided to share these thoughts and recollections about their grandparents with each other…  

“My Grandma Anna has the best smile and she cooks and 

bakes the best in the world. I love her food and her kind-

ness. 

My Grandfather used to teach me to play chess and 

cards. He was the best hunter in Poland surrounded by 

his Doberman and Fox terrier dogs. I love them to bits.  

My Grandad adored me as I did him, I can remember my 

grandad telling me stories of when he was in the jungle 

doing his national service whilst I was sitting on his lap. 

My Grandad Dave tells the most awful jokes and always 

laughs at them himself.”  

Form 8T played a ‘word association’ style game and  came up with these wonderful thoughts and memories about their 

grandparents in just a couple of descriptive words! 

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

   

    

   

  

 

 

Grandmother - fun and jokey... 

Grandad - kind, caring, 

funny...  
Grandparents –  

a  piece of history! 

Grandparents—playing card 

games, Kew Gardens, Fondant 

Fancies!  

Grandmother - generous, 

humble, funny...  

Great Aunt and Uncle - 

Dymchurch Miniature 

Railway...  

Grandmother - good at 

baking...  
 

Grandma - cared for others and animals..

Grandma - good at 

gardening... 

Grandad - makes steam 

engines...  
Grandparents - lovely 

road trip...  

Grandmother - amazing 

to be around...  

Grandma and Grandad – 

Scotland, cold weather, 

football! 
Grandparents—nice, loving, 

Centreparks! 

Granny - kind,     

amazing, heart  

warming...  

Grandmother - used to look 

after me and my brothers... 

Grandmother - Journey 

around the M25, and 

board games! 



A very ‘on point’ observation from one of our Year 9 boys. Despite their iconic, outward display of the stereotypical 

grumpy teens with little regard for anyone else, it does go to show our boys hold their grandparents dear…   

Is It Me, or, Are Grandparents Psychic? 

“My mum and I talk about this all the time, but sometimes my grandparents don’t pay 

attention to the dramas they watch. Instead, they point out celebs that they’ve seen in 

other (quite similar) dramas. But they don’t talk about it like, ‘Isn’t that Christopher 

Eccleston? You know, from that show with the galactic police box?’ They talk about it 

in an unusual way that makes it their own language. They usually sound like, ‘Isn’t that 

what’s-his-face? With, you know, what’s-her-face, with that thing?’ And here’s the 

bizarre part: they actually understand each other! It’s a language that only loving, long

-lasting couples understand; a language that makes psychology much more interesting!”  

 

Beware, there may be an ulterior motive for that visit too…!  

 

“I love hanging out with my granny and grandpa, Grandad and Grandma, because I get to find out 

all the things that my mum used to get up to when I was her age!” 

 

 

 



Staff recollections about their Grandparents and extended family… 

From our Chair of Governors, Chris Shipley 

The Joys of Being a New Grandparent 

“Becoming a grandparent is one of the great moments of life, 

and in March of this year, our first granddaughter, Erin, was 

born. With our son and daughter-in-law joining us in lockdown, 

we have had the privilege of seeing Erin every day and marvel at 

her development. After 3 months, she already rules the roost in a 

household of 5 doting adults...we are no longer in control of 

when we eat, walk or sleep, and a single smile makes us go all 

gooey at the edges. And for us as grandparents, well, if things 

get sticky we can always hand Erin back to her parents with a 

cheery smile. Perfect!” 

 

A memory from Madame Taylor, “I didn’t know my grandfathers, 

but my maternal grandmother had poor circulation and couldn’t feel 

the permanent droplet on the end of her nose. My sister and I used 

to watch closely for it to fall, then stifle our laugher! My paternal 

grandmother was the kindest woman I’ve ever known. She lived in a 

tiny village, in a very old cottage with no heating or indoor bath-

room. My sister and I stayed with her every summer. She was an 

amazing cook and we spent hours climbing trees in the woods. We 

had baths in an old tin tub in front of the fire, and had to use a dark, 

cold, scary outside loo which was just a hole over a bucket; she used 

the contents to fertilize her garden, and produced luscious straw-

berries!  It was like living in a history book…” 

 

 

 

 

Mrs West one of our LSAs shares this about her 

grandmother,  

“My beautiful Grandmother (Yia Yia in Greek) 

lives in Nicosia Cyprus, the only divided capital 

in the world. The United Nations green line runs 

along the end of her road. Yia Yia is a fantastic 

cook and loves to make me my favourite dish 

dolmades (stuffed vine leaves) when I come to 

visit.” 

‘Grandmother Sal’ 

with her precious 

first grandson…! 

Did you know...Mrs Parker’s grandad 

was a musician and composer—

perhaps that’s where his grandson, Mrs 

Parker’s son, gets his musical talents 

from?! 

Fancy that! Our lovely Miss Hylands’ has a long as-

sociation with the school through her grandpar-

ents! Her grandad, her dad’s father, worked at 

Kingswood House in the 1980s and 1990s! His 

name was Peter Jessett, and, he worked as the 

maintenance man and also drove the mini-buses. 



Positions of Responsibility 2020-21 

  

Congratulations to the following boys who have been selected for positions of responsibility in 

September. Further appointments may be made during the course of the year dependent upon 

the behaviour, development and contribution to school life of other deserving candidates. 

 

 

 

  

Senior Head Boy    Senior Deputy Head Boy    Senior Prefects 

Freddie Harrison    Jack Leonard      Hasan Jaffri 

             Edward Monk   

             Toby Reed   

             Arad Rezavandi 

 

Upper Prep Head Boy   Upper Prep Deputy Head Boy   Upper Prep Prefects 

Ben Hubber     Edward Bunyer-Ames    James Carr   

             Jack Chamberlain   

             Ben Choy   

             Stuart Coleman   

             Alexander Hill 

             Charles Leonard   

             Archie Spick   

             Tharani Vengadachalam 

Lower Prep Monitors 

Cameron Edwards  Fraser Schmitt 

 

Senior House Captains 

Drake:                                 Harri Griffiths 

Marlborough:                    Oliver Phillips     

Nelson:                               Theo Burn       

Wellington:                        James Totham 

  

Sports Captain 

Football:                             Joshua Johns, Ben Holmes 

Rugby:                                Edward Monk, Stuart Coleman 

Hockey:                              Freddie Harrison, Ben Hubber 

Cricket:                               Hasan Jaffri, Ben Choy 



WEEKLY HOUSE POINTS 

They were all counted and checked for 

the  final totals of the Summer term… 

Here are some of our Year 5 boys eager-

ly presenting it all for you this week—

take it away boys!  

                                                                      

The overall house points for the whole 

of the Summer Term show a clear front 

runner in Nelson house, but the fight 

was on for the remaining placings; 3475 

points followed closely by 3162, 3137 & 

3126… only 36 points separated them 

in second and last place. 

Well done to all boys and their com-

bined efforts; bring on the competition 

once more in September!  

Miss Smith 

Geometricity! 

Unbelievably enough, the picture left, shows a 

massive collaboration that many of the boys have 

been working on in Maths with Mrs Roets.  

A 2D representation of Geometricity from the 

boys in a 6S, 7BL, 8L and 9H. The combined maps 

used up almost half of the dining room floor! 

Great work to see boys, well done; a pleasure to 

explore this topic with you!  

Mrs Roets 

 

https://youtu.be/f6gLR_Ug188


   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog here 

LOWER PREP 

Year 1 & 2: 

For all of the ‘Key Stage 1 Crew’… well done Year 1 and 2 for making this year fun, 

exciting, different and most of all, happy! photo taken last term… 

Year 3: 

Fraser S (3M) for his amazing comic strip on Thor’s Challenge. 

Cameron E (3M) for the poem he wrote for his Mum and Dad for lockdown. 

Luis L (3M) for his Punch and Judy show. 

Ryan L (3M) for his narrative poem on The Gingerbread House. 

Torin A-I (3M) for amazing maths work this week. 

Frankie W (3M) for his Punch and Judy Show. 

Ben S (3M) for his narrative poem on The Gingerbread House. 

Seb P (3M) for his Punch and Judy Show. 

Hugo H (3M) for his message for Mum and Dad. 

Year 4: 

For all the boys in 4S for a fantastic year!  

Mrs Lambert would like to say a heartfelt thanks to all the amazing boys in 4L; you have been positive and enthusiastic 

throughout lockdown and it has been lovely to have you all back in school; what an outstanding class! All the very best 

for Year 5! 

UPPER PREP 

Year 5: 

For all the boys in Year 5—both in school and remotely—what a year, what a cohort!  

Year 6: 

For all the boys in 6C for their hard work and enthusiasm this term - you have been a joy to teach! Mrs Dean 

Krishan I (6S) for his focus and effort in Science lessons and for his for consistent effort throughout the Summer term in all his work 

Paul B (6S) for showing a keen interest in pattern hunting during our Smarties maths investigation. 

Noah S (6S)  for being very creative with his Kahoot Quizzes!  

Emir O (6S)  for being very creative with his Kahoot Quizzes!  

Jayden E (6S) for being very creative with his Kahoot Quizzes!  

Christos L (6S) for his rap during the Smarties investigation! 

Bailey P (6C) for showing great endeavour in French whilst still working from home; he is always ready to start and stays in the chat 

to ask questions. 

Theo M (6S) for being very proactive with his learning—he created a power point quiz for his class which everyone enjoyed. 

https://youtu.be/GvjQ2Dr_C8A


 

Continued... 

Year 7: 

James C (7BL) for his continued high standards in his Science work; for his commitment to improving his maths thinking and work-

ing skills by asking relevant questions. 

Tedd B-A (7BL) for increased performance in his work. 

Matthew M (7BL) for always being very polite and happy to ask questions during the form time Teams meetings.  

Henry S (7BL) for maintaining a positive attitude all term and so enthusiastic when Year 7 returned to school and for his improved 

communication and effort in maths over the past few weeks. 

Oliver W (7BL) for working well when Year 7 returned to school; he has shown great endeavour.  

Ivan T (7BL) for a fantastic electronic version of his Geometrocity. 

Charlie L (7BL) for his commitment to maths by asking questions that will improve his working and thinking skills. 

Daniel P (7BL) for his commitment to maths by asking questions which will improve his working and thinking skills. 

Archie S (7BA) for his great work with his presentation on Hedgehogs. 

Bogdan P (7BA) for his enthusiasm in his Science work. 

Lukas C (7BA) for his commitment and efforts during the creation of his Geometrocity. 

Tharani V (7BA) for his achievement and award of a Bronze certificate in this year’s UK Junior Maths Challenge! A fantastic effort 

despite the Challenge being sat remotely.  

Stuart C (7BA) for his improved performance in Science and for his achievement and award 

of a Bronze certificate in this year’s UK Junior Maths Challenge! A fantastic effort despite the 

Challenge being sat remotely...and here he is mid-challenge!  

Year 8: 

Ali A-R (8L) for finishing the term off with a flourish in Science! 

James G (8L) for his increased performance in Science over the course of this half term. 

Archie E (8T) for his amazing Power Point on Eclipses. 

Ismail M (8T) for a great finish to the term in Science. 

Alfred L (8L) for a fantastic electronic version of his Geometrocity. 

Hadi Y (8T) for his achievement and award of a Bronze certificate in this year’s UK Junior Maths Challenge! A fantastic effort despite 

the Challenge being sat remotely. 

Folu A (8L) for a more committed attempt to succeed in maths over the past few weeks. 

SENIORS 

Year 9: 

Jack B (9T) for his persuasive letter about banning cars from town and city centres, for which he also received a Commendation. 

Joe O (9H) for following his teacher’s advice. 

Owain F (9H) for his good humour and cheerfulness in Science this half term. 

Max MN (9T) for showing such a positive attitude in his Science lesson when Year 9 returned to school this week; he has worked 

extremely hard this term; for devising and organising a very entertaining quiz for his year group.  

Cameron A (9H) for much improvement in his effort in maths over the past two weeks. 

Eddie F (9H) for consistent effort in maths throughout the summer term. 

 

 



 

Continued... 

SENIORS continued... 

Year 10: 

Jazib A (10L) for his work on anthology poetry. 

Seojun L (10L) for his work on anthology poetry. 

Eddie M (10S) for his work on anthology poetry and for his consistent effort in maths throughout the summer term and contribu-

tions to class. 

James T (10S) for his work on anthology poetry and for working very hard in Science; he is willing to ask questions when he is un-

sure and puts 100% effort in.; also for his contribution in maths lessons.  

Michael C (10L) for much improved effort and commitment over the Summer Term across all his subjects, well done.  

10L as a form group for being very kind and welcoming; for showing Miss Roets support as a new teacher, huge thanks. 

Well done to all Year 10 boys with positions of responsibility for the new term— keep up the hard work! 

 

 

The following boys were awarded House points and placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd in the Art Competition run by 

Mrs Maciejewska.  



Off to the Moon! 

Form 1H were learning all about Neil Armstrong and Ebbi’s 

response was to make this super rocket—all ready for blast 

off! Stickle bricks are go!! Zayn brought his home made 

rocket from recycled materials into school for us all to ad-

mire as well. Mrs Henery 

 

Year 7s Virtual Trip to France continued…! 

Madame Taylor was really impressed and pleased with all the work that was produced in response to the Year 7 virtual 

trip to France including some vocabulary and sentences that would have been helpful in conversation during their visit 

to a French town market on the Thursday morning and a trip around a chocolate factory on the Friday!  

 

Le marché work here is by Charlie L 

in 7BL and La chocolaterie is by Tha-

rani V in 7BA; both pieces were 

amongst lots of good work by all the 

boys, so difficult for Madame Taylor 

to choose from!   

 



A final few words from Mrs Maciejewska: 

“Firstly, it was so lovely to see many boys and their par-

ents attend the Art exhibition in Langlands Hall the other 

week after school; I appreciate your attendance and sup-

port for the boys in their creative efforts. I am sure you 

agree the work on display was original, comical, inventive, 

bold, showed many varied and wide talents and was a de-

light to behold! It was a combination of cross-curricular 

teaching, recent ’Options’ learning in lockdown and pieces 

boys had created for the Art Competition.  

Congratulations to the all boys who were involved and of course, my special congratulations go to our very worthy win-

ners! I would like to wish everyone a wonderful and safe summer holiday and finish with my heartfelt thanks to the boys 

I have taught over the last four years in my exciting, fun, inspiring artistic adventure at KHS!”  

 

 

 

 



Lockdown Skills 

Alongside the academic content of all the online home learning programme, the boys 

at KHS have definitely benefited and grown in lockdown by exploring their own inter-

ests, and working more independently. A great example of this is Oscar D in 7BL who 

has perfected his past making skills from scratch. Well done, Oscar—a very useful and 

lifelong skill to now have! Miss Black 

 

Duke of Edinburgh Congratulations…! 

A very big well done to Mr Hendry for running 

the DofE scheme in school over the last year 

and to the boys who have achieved their Social 

Value Certificate; this recognises and thanks 

the participants for the voluntary service they 

donated to their local community through 

their DofE programme. This is a great example 

of their selfless achievements and demon-

strates to the wider world, the impact that our 

DofE participants are having on their local 

communities, their school and of course, on 

themselves. Well done, boys, keep it up! 

 



Creative and Busy in Year 3  

The imminent end of term has not stopped Year 3s being as busy 

and creative as ever; Mrs Marskell has had them designing race-

tracks—any secret F1 and super car fans amongst us as we saw a 

return on the television of the Grand Prix season?!  

The boys have also been composing narrative poetry, after consider-

ing the story of Hansel and Gretel, and planning to make puppets for 

a traditional, old style ‘Punch and Judy’ puppet show which they 

plan to share with each other.  

 

They also painted and wrote messages of thanks to their families for all their help with schooling during lockdown! 

Well done, boys –great endeavour all round; Mrs Marskell is sad to let you go from her class, but proud of all you 

have accomplished with her over this term!   

 

 



Healthy Eating Plates by Year 3 

If you are wondering what to serve for dinner or what to put on your plate for lunch, 

you could do a lot worse than looking at the suggestions 3M have given on their beauti-

fully illustrated plates as a guide to healthy eating! They have shown great understand-

ing of this topic and produced some super work. Well done, boys! Mrs Marskell 

 

A Different Sort of Plate! 

Lower Prep relished their Forest School session 

last week when they were encouraged to make 

the best mud pie ever and step outside into the 

mud kitchen.  

 

The video link is found here and even a tried and tested ‘recipe’ can be downloaded here!  

As we finish the academic year and await the Year 11 GCSE results, it is encouraging to hear that a former pupil Elliot L 

who went on to study Politics, History and Sociology at A Level is applying to Cambridge University and predicted a raft 

of As and A* grades! We also recently learnt of how well another former pupil Tim K is getting on with his Maths degree 

at Imperial College; very rewarding to see justification of, ’A Preparation for Life’ for the boys whilst here at KHS with us.    

Year 4 Modelling Creatively! 

Year 4 enjoyed creating a ‘creaker’ based on Tom Fletcher’s novel of the same 

name that they have been reading in class. They used colourful air drying clay 

to mould and shape their imaginative 3D forms. Well done boys, some great 

squishing going on here! Miss Smith  

https://youtu.be/LM9P_IrlxeA
https://woodlandforestschool.com/resources


Lockdown Skills in the Kitchen! 

Huge congratulations to Joseph 

S in 8T who has done a great 

deal in the kitchen whilst being 

in lockdown and has compiled 

all his favourite recipes into a 

booklet. Here is one you might 

like to try over the summer for 

Millionaire Shortbread. 

Mme Taylor was very im-

pressed to receive your recipe 

book and delighted to think 

your skills have been extended 

to such a degree outside the 

classroom and ‘normal’ remit 

of the timetable.  

Great endeavour, indeed!  

Well done, James. Mme Taylor 

Max M-N in form 9Thad the brilliant idea of hosting a version of a quiz based on the pop-

ular Who Wants to be a Millionaire for all the boys in his year; he tells us all about it be-

low…  

“I have long held an idea about hosting a quiz so I pitched it to Mr Twinley with a Power-

Point presentation and he gave the green-light for it via approvals from Mr Rudkin and Mr 

Murphy. 

And so, the organising began. Preparing and organising for the show was tough; questions, lifelines, contestants – 

the lot. I started writing questions that, according to my mother, were ‘too difficult’. So I looked to the internet 

where I discovered that you can find most things, but apparently not general knowledge questions for teenagers?! 

That’s when I got Mr Twinley involved who helped me write some easier questions. So that was the questions sort-

ed – now, the lifelines… 50:50 and Phone A Friend were simple enough. Ask the Audience was tricky, but I decided 

to ask people not participating to fill in what they thought the answers were. I used their results and even added 

one more lifeline; I’m not going to spoil it though – you’ll have to watch it on YouTube to find out! 

Then came the quiz… 

The contestants, my Year 9 peers, joined the call on Teams, I explained how everything was going to work and we 

got started! As it turns out, general knowledge is not always easy; four contestants went home with nothing and I 

was losing hope… Then came one contestant who really did quite well…! 

But no spoilers here. If you want to see how the show went, tune in to my YouTube channel (Tailsdude) and I’ll have 

some bonus footage too! 

I would like to give many thanks Mr Twinley, Mr Rudkin—who appeared as the ‘Phone A Friend’ - and Mr Murphy 

for giving the go-ahead. Everyone involved in the making of this absolutely incredible experience deserves a very big 

Thank You!” 

 



Year 11 Leavers 

We officially said, ‘Farewell &  Good Luck’ to our Year 11 cohort back in May - but of course as this academic year 

draws to a close we wish them well awaiting their GCSE results in the Summer. We posed the following questions and 

read with interest their differing responses… 

 Where are you off to next—college, school sixth form, apprenticeship scheme, employment? 

 What will you miss most about KHS?  

 What is your favourite memory of your time @ KHS? 

 What would you say to our new Year 7 boys, and other starters with us, to ensure they get the most out of their 

time here? 

 Where, or what, do you see yourself doing in five years time?! 

 

 
Esher College. 

Being top of the school! 

Scoring a 50 against Belmont in Year 8 and 

the Berlin trip. 

Contribute to class discussions. 

Playing high level cricket, a ‘Gap’ year and 

maybe moving to Australia…  Jack Fernandes 

Epsom College 

The banter (especially footy related). 

MOMB year 9 trip and the last-minute 

comeback win vs The Hall in football this 

year, 3-2! 

It is easier to do work on time. 

Hopefully studying at university in the 

United States… Tom Gibson 



ACM 

Friends. 

Year 8 leaving do! 

Have fun 

Being a voice actor or musician...Ben Ingliss 

Our Year 11 boys were asked the following questions… 

 Where are you off to next—college, school sixth form, apprenticeship scheme, employment? 

 What will you miss most about KHS?  

 What is your favourite memory of your time @ KHS? 

 What would you say to our new Year 7 boys, and other starters with us, to ensure they get the most out of their 

time here? 

 Where, or what, do you see yourself doing in five years time?! 

Esher college . 

Friends . 

Jersey Sports tour and  the Year 9 ‘Making of Modern 

Britain’ trip.  

Work hard, play hard ! 

Pursuing a photography career ...Josh de Selincourt 

Woking or Godalming College. 

Friends! 

The French Trip in Year 7. 

Don’t start your revision too late for exams and try to 

keep on top of your school work. 

Having new friends and my own flat… Alex Anderson 

College. 

Mates. 

Playing football against The Hall when we were 2-0 down and 

we pulled it back to 2-3 in the last few minutes of the match! 

Get work in on time.  

Streaming 7 days a week on twitch with thousands of viewers… 

Harry Whitehead 

Esher College. 

My friends. 

The Jersey trip. 

Ensure you have as much fun as possible and to 

start learning something that you are passionate 

about. Make sure to stay positive. 

In a university studying computer programming 

or being the next Bill Gates! Oliver Bartlett 



Our Year 11 boys were asked the following questions… 

 Where are you off to next—college, school sixth form, apprenticeship scheme, employment? 

 What will you miss most about KHS?  

 What is your favourite memory of your time @ KHS? 

 What would you say to our new Year 7 boys, and other starters with us, to ensure they get the most out of their 

time here? 

 Where, or what, do you see yourself doing in five years time?! 

Reigate College. 

The family-like community across the school 

The ‘Making of Modern Britain’ trip in Year 9. 

Sounds simple: but work hard and listen and it will make all the work at home a lot easier!  

Attempting to get my Law degree… Charlie Fowler 



Haven’t they grown up?!! 

It’s that time of year for a walk down memory lane as we present a few images of our Year 11 leavers over the 

years with us... 



Year 11, Class of 2020! 



Pupil Appointments 

Prefects and Captains 2019-2020 

  Senior Head Boy    Jack Fernandes 
  Senior Deputy Head Boy  Charles Fowler 
 
  Upper Prep Head Boy   William Hamilton 
  Upper Prep Deputy Head Boy Edward Reece    
     
  Senior Prefects    Prefects   
  Thomas Gibson    Thomas Collins      
  James Szubert    Peter Duncan 
        Hal Ferguson 
        Nicholas Hill 
        Alexander Hone 
        William Moffatt 
        Joseph Seager  
        Hadi Yousaf 
      
  Lower Prep Monitors 
  Samuel Atkins 
  Max Kenna 
   
 
  Year 11 House Captains      
  Drake      Harry Whitehead  
  Marlborough   Oliver Bartlett   
  Nelson   Jack Flexman   
  Wellington   Max Mkpa   
   
 
  Sports Captains     
  Football     Max Mkpa   
         Christopher Hawksley 
  Rugby        James Szubert 
      Edward Hartley 
  Hockey   Joseph Seager    
  Cricket        Jack Fernandes  

        Hadi Yousaf  



The Study Centre Teaching Staff  2019-2020 

SENCo  

Mrs Janet Edmondson  BSc Speech & Language Therapy, Advanced Diploma in Managing the role of the SENCo, MRCSLT, HCPC Registered  

SENCo - Seniors  

Miss Harriet Wilson   B.A. (Hons) Primary Teaching, Q.T.S, RQTU, BPS Registered Certificate in PsychometricnTesting, Assessment & Access Arrangements  

Mrs Deborah Archer   BA (Hons) French & European Literature, University of Warwick, Hornsby Diploma in Teaching Children with Specific Learning Difficul-

ties, Certificate in Teaching English as a Foreign Language  

Mrs Anne Ball   BSc Speech & Language Therapy, MRCSLT, ASLTIP, HCPC registered  

Mrs Aniesa Blore  Bachelor of Occupational Therapy, Clinical Specialist Paediatric Occupational Therapist, Member of Health Professions Council, Senior 

Associate of the Royal Society of Medicine, Member of British Association of Occupational Therapists  

Ms Isabella Budasz  BSc (Hons) Geography & Sociology, Cert Ed., Certficate in Supporting Adults with Dyslexia  

Mrs Lucy Fanning  BSc (Hons) Psychology, PGCE, Post Graduate Certificate in Dyslexia and Literacy  

Mrs Mandy Grist   BA (Hons) Linguistics and Language Pathology, MRCSLT, MASLTIP, HCPC Registered  

Mrs Jeanette Groves   Level 5 Diploma in Teaching Children with Specific Learning Difficulties (Maths and Literacy) Patoss Associate Member   

Mrs Juliet Grün  BA (Hons) French, PGCE Post Graduate Certificate in Dyslexia and Literacy   

Mrs Isabelle Picken  BA (Hons) English with Medieval Studies, PGCE Primary Education TEFL Post Graduate Certificate in Structured Teaching for Dyslexia 

and Literacy Intervention (Dyslexia Action Guild) Supporting Study Skills in Learners with Dyslexia   

Mrs Emma Rendle  BSc (Hons) Speech Sciences, MRCSLT, MASLTIP, HCPC Registered  

Mrs Leanne Stewart  BEd, Unicorn Maths 

Learning Support Assistants  

Mrs Abi Andersen  

Mr Ian Bennett  Experienced LSA, TQUK Level 2 Certificate in Understanding Autism 

Mrs Kelly Bishop Level 3 NVQ Supporting Teaching and Learning, Level 2 Certificate in Understanding SLD 

Ms Raquel Campbell B.Sc. (Hons) Logic and Maths, M.A. (Hons) Portuguese Literature 

Mrs Sarah Conner NCFE Level 2 Support Work in Schools, Supporting Children on the Autistic Spectrum 

Mrs Joanna Danks B.A. (Hons) History, NCFE Level 3 Supporting Teaching & Learning in Schools, Level 2 Certificate in Understanding Children & Young 

People’s Mental Health 

Mrs Emma Darbishire Nursing (Hons) CFE level 2 Certificate in Understanding Children & Young People’s Mental Health, Level 3 Certificate in Meeting the 
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